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opposition along the Vistula,
the opposition in contempt, threw
fieavy forces against the' Russian center, leaving tbin lines of cinmunica
(ion between their wings. This created a situation said to be .without precedent in the history of- military stra.'
tegy.
In the meantime the resumption of
the Russian offensive resulted in a
wedge dominated by Lodz being thrust
into the German center. If the Ger.
mans can hold tlieir lines of communication with their wings, thsy may be
able to withdraw, In the view of British observers, without suffering disaster.
Berlin and Vienna continue to report
that the battle along the rivers Vistula and Warta is proceeding without
decisive result, allnough minor successes, attended with the capture of
prisoners and guns, are claimed for
the Austrian and German operations.

THE

Berlin Reports Declare Operations in (he
East are Highly Successful
OPERATIONS IN THE ARG9NNE REGION

Semi-offici-

-

worthy sources.
Glovno is 16 miles northeast of
Lodz and Sobota 12 miles north of
Glovno.
The trencnes were protect- ed by triple earthworks and wire defenses.
It is semiofficially announced mat
the Germans have received reinforcements in the shape of two infantry
divisions ; and one cavalry division.
Military experts are of the opinion
that tho German, position around Lodz
today is far more critical than it was
during the initial reverses around
Warsaw a month ago. They point out
that the German army i8 100 miles
from Thorn, its base, and that the
fact that the occupation of its present
position was so precipitated that the
line of retreat waa not well organized.
Military observers also maintain
that the Germans will be greatly handicapped by the withdrawal, even
should they execute the movement in
fairly good order.
The extent of the Russian advance
in East Prussia between the Mazur
lakes and the River Angerabs is officially stated to be one day's march.

The German war office states that the Russians were defeated in
a battle south of the Vistula, an 1 that 6,500 men, were captured.
Further south in Galicia the Rusjians are said to have reached Cra- ,
cow and to have begun the siege of the cUy.
According to the French official statement the German forces in
Belgium are on the defensive and the allies have made progress "at
certain points." Fighting continu ? in the Argonne, where, the
French statement asserts, German attacks were repulsed.
The whereabouts of the German Baltic fleet, of which little has
been heard since it sank the British cruisers Good Hope and Moamouth off the coast of Chile, near y a month ago, has become; one of
the mysteries of the war. Dispatches from Montevideo again report
that this fleet is now in the south Atlantic, although it was said last
week to have remained off the Chilean coast. British and Japanese
naval squadrons have been scouring the seas for weeks for the Ger- -
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directed against against the town. In
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ment was given out at military head the Argonne several attacks
town of Dagatelle were repulsed by
quarters today:
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Troops for Africa
Nov. 30 (by wireless)

V

and 600 men.
"South of the Weischsel (Vistula
river) the counter attacks which we
mentioned yesterday led to satisfactory result. Eighteen cannon and
more than 4,500 prisoners fell into
our hands.
"Nothing of note has occurred in
southern Poland?'
The French Statement
Paris, Nov. 30. The French offieiul
communication given out in Paris this
afternoon follows:
'
"In Belgium the enemy is remain-in- s
on the defensive. The artillery
fire has been feeble and we have made
progress at certain points. In tho
vicinity of Fiiye we hold securely the
positions

we occupied
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New York, Nov.
Amalgamation,
of the progressive party with the dem-

ocratic

parly has been agitated
of national prominence, according to Information brought here
today by one of those who will M ia
the executive committee of the progressive party here Wednesday.
The man admitted that ihe desirability of amalgamation will be discussed"
in the meeting, although In his
opinion
thee ommittee wil decline to consider
it seriously for the time being.
Three propositions, it ia understood,
are to be taken up:.
Maintenance of the national organization for entering a presidential can'
didate in 3916.
Amalgamation of the vroaressi v?
party with the democratic party.
Amalgamation of the progressive
and republicans.
George W. Perkins of New York ia
chairman of the committee.
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Allied Fleet Mov;es South
San Francisco, Nov.-'soThiee
and one British'1 warship and
two Japanese colliers were sighted
off Magdalena bay, Lower California,
last Monday hx the American freighter Aztec, now in port here from Iqui-qu.

J...J-anes-

Chile.

The British light cruiser Newcastle,
a sister ship of the Glasgow, and the
Japanese cruiser Idzumo, both of
which have long been jatrolling the
Pacific coast, were recognized, but
another Japanese cruiser and a Jap
anese battleship were unfamiliar to
the Aztec's officers.
Probably these vessels were the
battleship Hizen and the cruder
Azama, which coaled and left Honolulu as soon as the German gunboat
Geier interned there. The understanding in the Japanese colony on
the island at that time was that the
Hizen and Azama were bound for the
South American coast.

dm-in-

Vera Cruz, Nov. 30. To check as far
as possible the stranding of Americans at Vera Cruz, Consul Canada has
decided to ask the state department at
Washington make public the fact that
there is no rail communication with
Mexico City and that there is not likely to be for some weeks.
Every chip arriving here brings a
few Americans whose destination is
Mexico City, and who are reluctant to
believe there is no way of getting
there.
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.Montevideo, unraguay, Nov. 3t).- The recent reports that the German
fleet is now in the south Atlantic appear to have been confirmed here today. It is also rumored, that a powerful British fleet is nearby.
Interruption of British shipping
and the outfitting of German merchant 6hips with supplies were accepted
here as confirmatory of reports of the
approach of the German fleet, which
is now believed to be off the mouth
of the River Plata. ' " ' '
The German steamer Patagonia is
being loaded here with provisions, the
Sierra,. Corboda with coal and the
Merawith coal and water. Sailings of
British steamers from Monteviedoand
the Brazilian port of: Santos have
been suspended.
Marine records show that the Sierra
Corboda was at Montevideo on November 22. The Mera reached that,
port on September 8, since which time
there has been no report from her.
The latest record of the,' Patak, ma 1 4
arrival o Oelcber
o.t Ttuvrtf
van4vjr islands.

ail-- '
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FIGHTERS

AT MONTEVIDEO"

-

Chari'cWi4i-taut-noboaril
He said the wage of the United Mine Workers of Amermovement of the employes was begtm ica at the union headquarters here
two years ago and that later it was today. John P. White, president of
'
decided the Brotherhood of Locomo- the organization, said the business
tive Firemen and Bnginemen should left over from the Philadelphia meetwork with the Brotherhood of Loco- ing also would be considered.
motive Engiaeers in the presentations
of the requests to the railroads. He
Walsh Holds Hearings
told of counter propositions submmad
Denver, Colo., Nov. 30. Frank P.
by the railroad managers and of tne Walsh chairman of the federal relajoint conference last winter, which tions commission, held a series of conculminated in the agreement to arbi- ferences today preparatory to the
which will he
trate. Mr. Stone Insisted that any strike investigation
award of the board of arbitration opened by the commission on Wedshould not decrease the present wage nesday. Mr. Walsh conferred with va6f the United
rates nor impose less favorable serv- rious- representatives
Mine Workers and the mine owners.
ice conditions on the employes.
After describing the hardships of
AMERICAN CATTLE STOLEN
the men in the cab and noting that
traffic each year is becoming more
Naco, Ariz., Nov. 30. An Ameri
congested, that eacu year the public can cattle owner at nereiora, i
demands faster time and better serv- miles west of here, reported to Ameri
ice, that each year larger locomotives can cival and military authorities toare built and heavier tonnage hauied, day that raiders from the camp of
the chief engineer said:
Governor Maytorena of Sonora had
"And it must not lie overlooked that driven several hundred head of their
all of these increased burdens fall on stock acros-- the line into Mexico Sat- the same men, their number not hav- urday night. Cowboys who crossed
ing been Increased for the purpose of the boundary to investigate reported
dividing this work and responsibility." they found 75 slaughtered American
Summing up Mr. Stone said:
cattle in the camp of Maytorena's
"We shall endeavor to show that Yaqui Indians.
the past 21 years the western
Maytorena disclaimed responsibility
railroads have made remarkable gains for the alleged raid, and at the reill productive efficiency by the instal- quest of the cattlemen sent officers
lation of locomotives of greater trac- to the Yaqui camp to investigate. He
tivepower. By the elimination of said he would pay for all the animals
curves and reduction of grades, re- killed and return the others. Mexican
markable increases In train loads officers suggested that the cattle may
have .been made. The burden of all have strayed across the line.
these economies in the interest of
invest m- i t is borne by the
AMERICANS DISAPPOINTED
j railroad

FOR

SHIPS

TEUTONIC

Washington, Nov. 30. Another ef
fort at settlement of the Colorado
strike troubles moved forward today
with President Wilson's appointment
of a commission to attempt to bring
the operators and minera together.
The commission is composed of Seth
Low of New York, Charles W. Mills
of Philadelphia and Patrick Gilday of
Clearfield, Pa. All of them have been
prominently identified with the settle
ment of labor troubles.
The commission will not deal with
the present differences between the
operators and miners, but will at
tempt to settle similar disputes in the
future. Efforts to bring about a
settlement of the present strike by en
agreement between the operators and
miners, it Is announced, will be continued by the federal mediators, who
have been endeavoring for some time
to adjust the controversy. They are
.
Hywel Da vies and W R. Fail-ley-

'

terdam that England was soon to
send a part of her new army to South
Africa. The remainder of the British
reinforcements are destined for the
continent.
The Turkish general staff, it is re-- .
!
ported from Constantinople, denies
that the Turkish army operating
me ttussians is retreating on s men
a.saju
Erzerum. The press bureau says that
"The effect on engineers and firethe sultan of Turkey has received a men has been three-fold- .
Their la
pledge of allegiance subscribed to by bors and responsibilities have been
Germans in Dangerous Hole
noblos.
increased. . Their productive efficiency
London, Nov. 30. References to the Egyptian
has increased greatly, but their earnRussian success in north Poland, ha ve
PRAISES FOR MACK
ing capacity, oven at the slightly inbecome chastened since the cautionLondon, Nov. 30. A news dispatch creased rates of payment they have
ary report issued by Grand Duke Nicholas, commander of the Russian received here from Danzig, in west received, has declined.
"We hope to show that these railforces in the field, was made public. Prussia, say3 that Emperor William,
in
a
to
General
telegram
Mackenzen,
roads, not satisfied with the present
Nevertheless, the military critics in
satisfaction
with
great
work
exrpessed
hard conditions which reached the
to
the
the capitals of
allies, according
achieved by the general's army in limit of human endurance, are intenddispatches reaching London, remain
Hi's majesty conferred
on ing to add further to existing train
convinced that the German invasion Poland.
of Russian Toland has suffered a General Mackenzen the order of merit. leads, therehy increasing the labors
and responsibilities of the engineers
check
which only the most strenuBIG PROPERTY DEAL
and firemen."
ous efforts of the German commanSimta Fe, Nov. 30. A fal.O-real
ders can save from degenerating into
Quoting a sfatment of the railroad
estate deal is reported from Denilng, managers last June in which it was
disaster.
A news report from Petrograd sets Samuel Schwing purchasing from Ii pointed out that incrc-pseexpenses
forth that the German!!, apparently G. Busch 12 residence lots and the
Ignorant of the extent of the Russian Borderland garage at. Demimr,
(Continued on T"a,;o Five)
j
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German Claim a Victory
Berlin, Nov. 30 (by Vireles8 to Lonstatedon). The following official

FOR DECISIVE. NAVAL ANXIOUS

II AUG PEACE

HT PLEA

;

i

mans.

fin COMMISSION

theage

Germany acknowledges that, the Russian northern army has pen- etrated into East Prussia to a distance of 15 miles southwest of Gum- binnen, which is about 20 miles west of the German border.
In Belgium, says the French official statement, it is the allies
These two points
and not the Germans who are on the offensive.
stood out In todays' news from the battle fields of Europe.
The German official statement says that strong Russian forces at- tempted a surprise attack on the fortifications of Drakehem In Bast
information
Prussia, and that they were repu'sed.
from Petrograd ia that operations along the Prussian front are turntag to the advanUigTuf UieRussvusiui jSat.,tho Gennaita are J?:J
be- tiring in disorder,". Meanwhile th 1 great battle in. Russian Poland
tween the Vistula and Warta rivers continues without definite re- "J

I1

of
30. Arbitration
Chicago, Nov
the differences-- er wages and hours
of employment, t OS western railways
and their 55,i:h. enginetnen began
here today In " a board of arbitra-'- )
d
tor under the r visions- of the
as the most
lands act: If.
important caw mis Kir to come un- genera.1 way it is
der the law. It'
increases sought
stated that
Cracow Under Siege
Milan, Nov. SO (via London). The by the men are 'bout 10 per cenu
The board of ,a?bitration today sesiege of Cracow has begun, according
to a correspondent of the newspaper lected Judge Pe:er C. Fritchard as
Corrierre Delia Sera, who is with the chairman and HVS. Milstead of WashMuscovite army. He wires that the ington, secrc.iarj.'. In an opening
SI one, Krand ctiiff
Russians are bombarding the forts statement W.
with their heavy siege guns, and that engineer for he Brotherhood of LoHie
one of the suburbs of the city ia re- comotive
Exm'm ers, presented
reviewed
in
to
He
flames.
be
the
CH.se
of
cmr.'oyes.
ported
the conferences vhich preceded me
Russians Take Prisoners
present arbiiruiVa'of the wage and
Petrograd, Nov. 30 (via London).
service diffemiciv, between the railSix hundred prisoners, seven guns and roads and their employs.
He laid
many wounded fell into Russian haMls great stress on tie hardships suffered
i.it-'in yesterday's fighting to the west of by the in- long hours rf
, ,e
Low2io, where the Russians took ten service; .tnw
milea of German Lynches between that they ww. LateV''':''f'"r
GUoiO'.vtd SoboLVactawdtiis to infor- ice con liti OAs-it vfe i.i'
mation received touay through trust- the railroad maniger were inclined

Beporls Have It That the Teutons are Bringing up Reinforcements
and Will Resume the Offensive in an Effort to Pierce the Allies' Lines in Flanders Whereabouts of the Kaiser's
Fleet is a Mystery

suits.
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CONCERTS IN ST. LOUIS

St Louis, Nov. 30. The St. Louis
Pa pea at Choral society gives tonight
the first of its series of concerts with
a chorus of COO voices. The society
the reiiy ;ar:; civic chorus of its
hind.
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ew York, Nov. CO. William Rocke
feller, Standard Oil millionaire, today
besought permission of the federal
court to change his pleas to tfte in
dictment charging hint and 20 other
former directors of the New York,
New Haven and Hartford
Railroad
company with crimrnal violation of
law. Mr. Rockefeller
the anti-trufiled a plea in abatement Inst MonMr. Rockefeller was joined in
day.
his application by Robert W. Taft,
Charles A. Brooker, William Skinner
and James S. Elton. These filed pleas
in abatement, with Rockefeller, last
Monday. In their application
Sessions, the defendants did not indi- iCate the nature of the plea they wish
jto make.
Under the plea in abatement they
sought to have the indictment

UlMLiiLUvJ

nOFWTI
Chi pre liULtNl
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1'DI-it- D

OFFICIALS MAKE SIMILAR
REQUESTS

QTtnC
01 lUii

Uve
Appicalion8 for permission to
clianc;e their rIea8 were rnade also ''
N. Newton Barney, Fred S. Brewster,
Henry K. Charg, and George T. Baker.

Argument against the granting of
Eieh permission was made by Assist
ant Attorney General Swacker.
Judge Sessions granted permission.
The appeal ,w a" ulUB meu l

GEORGE HENRY. WHO REFUSED
AT INVESTI- TO
GATION, RELEASED

testify

Washington, Nov. 30.
of George G. Henry, a New

-

'

"A

York jouu"UUU3

u'""vu
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however, and argument preced
t
vv
imj
on
ed
the original pleas, ia abatement.
York courts, holding he pwint jtur3: 1
technical grounds upon whlcL
Other
uj anntiiy iuii to answer jumciiueiiits
Rockefeller- and his asswrtaies
MrS
for contempt of congress for refusing
disto give information to the "money sought to have the indictment
of the
were
the
missed
that
powers
trust" investigating committee, was
had expired a month bedismissed today by the supreme court. ground jury
indictment was relumed, nni
fore
the
s
on a habeas
The decision today
that the indictment had been, quagta.)
corpus proceeding Brought by Henry
were presto resist removal to Washington, The because two stenographers
.
the
ent
during
grand jury deiita-tionscourt held, hoewver, that the constitutional questions involved, such as
Mr. Swacker repljin s ii C
the power of congress to compel perm
v i re
sona to testify before
committees stenographers
t a'
St
the
to
United
o
i
lit?
would now be considered. Henry realso contendi J. that t
He
to
names
of
fused
national
give the
i j
t' i
bank directors who participated In law bestowed
'1
extend the 'terms of
operations in California petroleum.
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SCHOOLS FOR OFFICERS
Santa Fe, Nov. 30. Schools for

officers will be hell in
'
n
all of the national gi
of New Mexico from now iinr.,1 Marc?
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SI, 1015, so as to ptf
nuai inspection by
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Young folks Is young folks
boys will be boys and girls will be
ditto, and Rev. Moore ort not to for-
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December
Grocery
Specials
of our customers to lay in their supply now
Living'
for Christmas Week, the only "strings" on this Bale being cash
We want

fill

no phone orders.

';

'4
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;

! jl

!

These, prices good until December 10
GRANULATED

18

'0

LBS.

T

S.

SUGAR

$1.00
S1.60

PATENT FLOCR

(Highest Patent Kansas hard wheat flour)
r.O

iO

LBS. UNITY PATENT FLOUR

$1.50

LB?. PURE LARD

$2.65

LPS. PURE LARD

..$1.40

50 LHS. COMPOUND

LBS.

COMPOUND

10

LBS.

COMPOUND....

for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY and Co., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 73c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
tipatlon. Adv.

$1.60
85c

LBS. COMPOUND

5

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County, sa.
Frank J. Cheney makes ath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F
Cheney and Co., doln business In
the City of Toledo, county and state
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
DOLthe sum of ONE HUNDRED
LARS for each and every case of catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
Of HALL' .3 CATARRH
CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th. day of December, A. D. IS 86.
A. W, CLEASON.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Inter
naJIy and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system
S'.T,d

$3.95

20

TiiP'nT;ke

45c

Pgainst a band instra

ment factory in Cleveland is still on
50 LBS. BEST

BARS WHITE

27

LA UNO it V SOAP

r,

BARS IVORY SOAP.

G

2!i

G

ti

CANS UTAH TOMATOES

LB.

2

....$1.00
Tney hang on all winter if not
checked, and pave the way for serloui
throat and lung diseases. Get a bot
tie of Foley's Honey and Tar Com
pound, and take It freely. Stopi
coughs and colds, heals raw Inflamed
throat, loosens the phlegm and It
laxative. Best for children
mildly
and grown persons. No opiates. O. G
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store

25c

LB. CANS BALTIMORE

2

The Brass Workers have been out for
15 months, and predict early victory

70c

1OTATOES,

60c

TOMATOES

50c

CANS CORN

50c

CANS VAN CAMP'S PORK AND BEANS

50c

Adv.
C

S

LB. CANS VAN CAMP'S

12 CANS

GREEN

HOMINY

CORN

.

CANS FORT BRAND HAND PICKED "jTOMATOEf

v

VI

CANS FORT BRAND YELLOW

r

WAXyjEANS

..

Check off the Items on this list that you need; cut It out
it with you

and remember

sold for the least money

HINGVILLE

m
The new republican regime in Ohio
i eduction of hours for woui-- t
n vvorkers tnd one
day's rert In sev- en ior jU

95o

12 CANS B'ORT BRAND IIAXD PACKRXEL
12

55c

CHILE

(1.50

promises

',

1

M.50-

S

.and

bring

the place where quality groceries are

Is here.

PASTOR

ROASTS THE TANGO
YOUNG PEOPLE ARE CARRIED TO PERDITION BY
CASTLE WALK

which has took place in Bingville re
cent," he said, "& I was skandalised
beyant meashure, espeshially by the
Tango dance, to say nothink of the
Turkey Trot and the Bunny Hugg and
the Castile Walk and the Chikken Flip
and the Kitchen Sink. If I had a darter and I ketched her dancing enny of
these dances I would take her out be- hint the woodshed and give her a good
spankin. Beware all ye young folks
of Bingville who are dancing these
tumble dances, becuz the Turkey Trot
trots to perdishion an the Castile
Walk walks to destruckshion. Shame
on you all to fritter away your lives
in this frivvelous fashion!
Not only
that, but there is other evils exists In
I have heerd of parties in
Bingville.
our midst where kissin games was
played an where a game called
"
and "Old Maid" was played
with cussed cards. Some of our yung
folks often don't git to their homes
until haff paat 9 or 10 o'clock, but re
main playing these sinful games and
eating appels & donuts and otherwise
partaking of the fleshpots of inlkwit-ty!- "

The Bingville Bugle, one of The
Ouptic's esteemed contemporaries, has
the following editorial description of
o M:i:i;on
the )lv. Samuel Moore
of that city:
Eddytoriul on Dancin
During the quiet & solemnity of last
Sabbath the soshial fabrick of Bingville was tore from centre to clrcum-ferentas we might say, & ever siiiBt
then what hapened has been the talk
of the town and will probably con
tinue to be for a few wks, after whitch
it will be forgot and Bingville will
resoom the even tenner of her. way.
What we refer to was a red hot
sermon whitch Rev. Sami Moore,
our beloved paster, preached in the
Bingville church last Sunday morning,
By the time Rev. Moore had reach- whitch come like ft. bolt outen the edt this pint he was hollering until he
blue, being as nobuddy expeckted that comet almost be neerd all over Bingour paster would launch hlsself out in ville, and was sweatin like a
yoke of
sich a skathing manner of bitter
oxes and poundin the pulpit until he
and abuse sich as he nearly split In two. Them as had
done.
went to sleep woked up with a start
Being as it was a cool, crisp morn- and couldn't go to sleep agin for the
ing there was a large audience pres- noise the paster made.
ent, but nobuddy knowd or Buspeckt-e- d
Miss Amelia Tucker, our raining
what a awful sermon was coming. sossiety
queen, who Das sent out inRev. Moore a nounced his fcermon as vites for a
dance at her house next
"The Fleshpots of Bingville," nnd he
Friday evg., got up and swept outen
hegin in sich ft mild, soothln, quiet the church with
her nose in the air.
voice that them in the eongregashlon Several
other young folks follerd suit,
who ushually goes to sleep dropped and It
Is reported that unless Rev.
ff in a doze and begin to snore.
Moore apologises they will take their
After about five miriits
however, names offen the church roll.
Rev. Moore got het up to his
subjeckt
We are of the opinyun that Rev.
and went after the new fangled
Moore went a leetlo mtte too fur In
has been interdooced Into his denunciashion
of the soshial evils
Rimrvllle tooth and nail.
of Bingville, an that It ain't no harm
"T have took the
liberty to look In for young folkg to dance now and then
u some of the new dances
at dances or have a friendly harmless
game of
"Or-thurs-

dan-whic- h
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Kitchen Aprons
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with
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No Premiums
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Camels

!i

!

more than your money's
YOU getwhen
buy Camels,
you

That' why you
won't find premiums or coupons.
The cost of the tobaccos prohibits
their use.
J
Camels are so good in flavor, so
smooth and even, that money can't
buy a more delightful cigarette.
They can't bite your tongue or
parch your throat and do not leave
that cigaretty taste.
ifyour deahrean 'taupplyyou,
tend lOe for on paekaga or
(200 cigarette) , poitagt
prepaid. After emohing 1
package, if you don't find
CAMELS ae represented, return the other nine pachaget,
andwewillrefundyourmoney.
J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
20 for JO cents.

f

,

Wiatoo-Sal-

well. The red will not fade In the
THE means an kitchen apron Is by least
with any amount of washing,
ungraceful garment,

and much ingenuity Is evident in designing it to meet all the requirements of housework and good looks
at the same time. The new pat
terns, that cover the entire figure,
look better and are far more practical
than the aprons set on to a band, that
preceded them. It is Just about as
easy to make anions that protect the
whole dress, cover the sleeves and
stay in place, as. to make those gathered to a band, ami it is quite as easy
to do them up.
Gingham, calico and percale are
patused, cut by plain kimono-sleeve- d
terns like that shown In the picture
given here. Indigo blue and white,
or black and wbtte, are selected for
permanency in terror. Any number of
patterns in figures and checks and
stripes give one a wide choice in
design.
Aprons made of these good substantial cotton fabrics having a white
ground with black stripes are great
favorites for
Shepherd's checks and polka dots figure
among these also. For sweeping and
dusting the indigo blue cottons with
small white dots for figures are made
up with caps toftniatr.h and are better
than the more readily soiled cottons
with white ground for these purposes.
cotton fabrics are used
Turkey-refor making bindings on the shepherd's
checks more particularly but are
liked on tbet"Sr'(blue aprons as
HWM At"
m
"cook-aprons.- "

JX

ne

and is therefore liked better than any
other solid color. The apron pictured
is an example of the use of this red
binding on a medium large shepherd's
check. The neck, sleeves, pocket and
edges are bound with it. It brightens
up the otherwise ordinary pattern and
makes It really attractive.
Some aprons are made of the heavier cotton crepe in gray and finished
with borders in solid colors or figures. These usually fasten in front
and look very much like home dreBses.
They are not closed below the waist
line and are easily slipped on and off.
The front of the dress under them Is

protected because, In these patterns,
the fronts overlap.
The new aprons are, in fact, so
like house dresses that they may be
worn instead of a dress. But they are
made with ample sleeves, round necks
and simple fastenings, so that they
slip on over a dress easily. Sleeves
are short and out of the way. Altogether, well chosen kitchen or work
aprons may be said to be attractive
in themselves.
Certainly the neat
housewife knows how to look very
"fetching" In them.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
Some of the new evening models
have apron drapery in the front; and
an odd thing about it is that the apron
section falls longer than the foundation. The apron is of metallic lace.

Handsome Matched Sets

croup I got him a bottle of Chamber- Iain's Cough Remedy. I honestly be
lieve It saved his life," writes Mrs
J. B. Cook, Indiana, Pa. "It Mt the
phlegm and relieved nia coughing
spells. I am most graMful for what
this remedy has done for him." For
sale by all dealers. Adv.

N. C.

e

cotton will be limited only by the ca4 pacity of the mills to turn it into
CURRENT MAGAZINES
cloth.
4
"And the market for it will be
found.
Millions of men are on the
Why England Needs More Cotton In battle fields, and they are the greatest
consumer of cotton. They wear
War Time Than in Peace
Judson C. Welliver, Washington cor khaki all cotton. A- soldier wears
respondent for Farm and Fireside, the out about a suit a month on the avernational farm paper published at age. At home, in ordinary occupation,
Springfield, O., 'writes a most interest he might use three suits a year, and
ing article in the current issue of that those mostly wool at that. Now he
paper on the present cotton situation. becomes consumer of four times as
His article la optimistic. An extract many clothes and those largely of
-

follows:
We must remember that the Brit
ish manufacturing capacity is almost
half that of the whole world. The

British and American capacities together are considerably over twothirds of the world's. British mills
are not going to be shut down; the
war will not draw away their opera
tives because not over 10 per cent of
these are jibject to military demands.
The country is full of experienced operatives who can be drawn back lo
the mills if they aae needed. Os the
whole, it is confidently to be expected
that there will be a big increase In
the output of the British mills who
will be after the trade that the Ger
mans have controlled.
"That same is true of the American
mills. As soon as thingsget adjusted
to the new conditions the demand for

DENIES

DUPING EDITOR

Toms River, N. J., Nor. 30. Trial
was begun here today of B. Thomas
Whitmore of Lakewood, charged with
obtaining $2,000 under false pretenses
from Harry T. Hagaman, editor of the
Lakewood Citizen. Whitmore's defense is a denial of the charge of
duping the editor
McTEER PROMOTED

Santa Fe, Nov. 30. John R. McTeer,
progressive candidate for corporation
his
commissioner, has transferred
residence from Deming to Alburjuf
having been promoted to the slate
agency of the Missouri State Life In
surance company, after writing IU0,- 00(J insurance this year.

The Most Extraordinary Moving Picture
Production of the Times

Governor Amnions of Colorado savs
in an interview that his
f
Carlson, will continue the battle

C

;

against the unions of the state.
FOLEY CATHARTIC
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llure is another chance to reduce the much mooted "High Cost of
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get that he was a oy onct hisself.
Aine Hillyer, our attorney,
legal
lite, and J. of the P., also Notary
Publick, says he knowd Sam Moore
when he was a young feller, and that
our present paster was jest as full of
mischief then as they made em in
them days. Ame says Sam Moore was
one of the best poker players In the
naberhood, also a expert dancer, and
wassent above taking a drink of hard
cider if he got the chanst. In view
of these fackts it is our opinyun that
Rev. Moore overstept the bounds when
he denounced card playin and dancing
as he done, and that next Sunday he
may recant.
FOR REV.
READ THE BUGLE
MOORE'S RECANT, PERVADING HE

&.$bs&nioaM& Son
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There are. many times wnen one
man questions another's actions and
motives. Men act differentlv under
different circumstances.
The aues
tion is, what would you do right now
if you had a severe cold? Could you
do better than to take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy? It Is highly recom
mended by people who have used it
for years and know its value. Mrs
O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Cham
berlain's Cough Remedy Is worth Its
weight in gold and I take pleasure in
recommending It." For sale by all
dealers. Adv

H 3 SLlt S

If youVe got a drop of red blood in
your
veins if your heart beats one bit faster to the

The conductors and trainmen on the
Northwestern road have won an In
sets, in the millinery
creased scale, and the agreement is rijATCHED
i
mean ttirpn nrtirlnn at
signed..
least, made up of the same materials
and corresponding in style. A neckpiece, muff and hat, or a neckpiece,
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
and hat, constitute the usual set
fn damp, chilly weather there is al bag
of three pieces. Sometimes a four- v ays a
demand
for BALLARD'S piece set includes all the accessories
large
SNOW LINIMENT because many
mentioned, but as a rule only three
people who know by experience Its are made to correspond.
These matched sets employ fur. vel
great relieving power In rheumatic
s
aches and pains, prepare to apply It vet, brocades, silk and
(or
it at the first twinge. Price 255c, 50 plush) in their construction, and are
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Cen-ra- l embellished with passementerie beads,
silk and millinery flowers and fruits.
Drug Co. Adv.
Furs are combined with fabrics, or
two kinds of fur mav be made un to
gether. Fur and velvet is a rich and
CORAe
popular association of material Satin
and
is lnxpensive and as
beautiful as the more costly furs.
Velvet alone and velvet embellished
with passementerie stands between
the costlier furs and less costly
of price and are less
plushes
durable than either, but utterly fem
inine and elegant.
A Bet of two furs combined in neelr- plece and muff, worn with a small
military turban, Is shown in the picture. A flat neckpiece of fine Hudson seal suimorts a handsome fitch
"'vaV
skin, one of the most fashionable of
furs, The muff is barrel (shaped with

tune of romance adventure love and mysterythen you've something in store so far.
ahead of anything youVe ever seen that
you will never forget.
a fitch border at each end. Both are
lined with plain brown satin.
The turban needs a border of fitch
fur at the top of the velvet band, or
a group of small animal heads of
fitch or some other decorative touch
of the fur, to match it up with the
other pieces.
A velvet set in black is Bhown, with
the velvet fulled on the barrel-shapemuff. Passementerie beads, tassels and
buckle make a novel trimming.
In the plush and fur combination
plush is used In the body of the
pieces and fur in the decoration.
d

JULIA

t"'-

'

he Universal Film Manufacturing Co., pro- nounced THE TREY O' HEARTS the best
action story for film purposes they had seen in three years. They
backed up their judgment by putting the punch and $200,000
cash into a set of pictures that are more than remarkable they'ra
simply extraordinary.

Won 't Cost Yoa One Red Penny
"

end the
regular
ly. Instead of an urdinury film, you'll 6ee graphically pictured by
the best emotional actors and actresses in Amerioa THE TREY
0' HEARTS a pace maker in pictures. So it won't cost you
a nickle more to 'see it.
You
movies

BOTTOMLEY,

Circular Skirts.
Circular skirts may be tha next
thing on the calendar of dress. At
any rate, they are a coming possibility. A circular that has already made
its appearance is made of white taffeta. It is fitted at the hips and falls
In wide ripples at the ankles.

fur-clot-

The Pictures

Drecoll's Lace Gown.
In America there is little doubt that
Drecoll's black lace gowns over satin
will find much favor. He also brings
out the inevitable suit of baby lamb;
Paris is never able to get through the
season without ore such costume offered to the American buyer.

Mental Back Somersaults

No matter how clever, you
can t fathom the plot of THE
TREY O' HEARTS one inch ahead of the scene you're viewing-I- t
keeps you turning mental back somersaults all the way.

Full Reel Action in Every Foot

The Universal Film
Manufacturing Co.,
who are producing these films tell us that there is more action in
every foot of THE TREY 0 HEARTS than in a full reel of the
ordinary scenario. And they 6hould know. Thousands of scenarios
go through their hands every year and .they're investing $200,000
in putting THE TREY O HEARTS on the screen. That's backing judgment. And their success in the moving picture business tells
whether or not they know a good thin? when they see it

Don't Fail to Read (he Next Installment

'
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WATCH THE CHILD'S READING
the order of their worth, for doing a
Go
Got
in
the community.
Deep
permanent good
The evils of too many churches can five years the mail has been carried
Miy Seem to Be Unimportant, But
The value of any plan would depend
be minimized by
The by A. W, Marriott, who received ?10,-50Little Consideration Will Show
II L
social and economic life of a rural
on the men who handle the plan. In
a year for the contract.
Its Real Value.
community are respective units and
the case of the dairy promoter and
cannot be successfully divided bv de
. a
In
Best Cocgh Medicine tor Children
prospective creamery man, it may be Liniments
Help Locally, But rew oi us reaii.e tne enormous
nominational lines, and the churches
a
man
such
realize
would
that
"Three
said,
of
years ago- wnen I was livins
power
literature
upon
for
childhood,
can
the Disease is Way Down
only occupy this imnortant field in
It is so insidious in its action.
his success would depend largely on
one of my children had
Hook
Pittsburgh
and
by
Inside.
after book is read and, we think, for
'lis patrons being satisfied;
they
The efficient countrv church will a hard cold and coughed dreadfully.
gotten, yet those very books are the
would want to get some pay for their
definitely serve its communitv bv lead Upon the advice of a druggist I pur
ones upon which opinions have been THE FARMERS THE CUSTODIANS
In all worthy efforts at community chased a bottle of Chamberlain's
ing
work while paying for the cows; this
OF THE NATION'S MORALITY.
a little aud there a
here
formulated;
m uniting the Deode in all Cough
ouiiaing,
he
calls
and
for
hence
good cows,
Remedy and It benefited him
THOSE WHICH SELL FOR LITTLE
little, we have amassed our know!
endeavors for the gen at once. I find it the best
1 Jf
Jit
cows
the
furnish
would
best
possible.
MONEY WILL GIVE LITTLE
cough med
We
edge through them as medium.
eral
welfare
of the community and in
or unurch, School and
True he will ask a good price for the
hear parents exclaiming at the ex
BUTTER FAT VALUE
a real love for country life icine for children because it is pleas
arousing
Preat Essential to Community
cows, but if the cows themselves
and loyalty to the countrv hnm ann ant to take. They do not object to
traordinary ideas their children have
Building.
tney often say they cannot thin ;
these results can only be successfully taking it," writes Mrs. Lafayette Tuck.
The following advice from the pen are real money makers, hand
where they have got them from and
win Keep coming
accomplished by the united effort of Homer City, Pa. This remedy conof It. W. Latta of the state agricul some returns
add that they never thought sue
""'
the press, the school, the. rhiimh
onri! tains no opium or other
"
in
raj-the
after
long
price
.
purchase
tural experiment station will be of
Peter
narcotic, and
By
Radford
in
days. Of cours
organized farmers.
Lecturer National Farmers' Union
may be given to a child as confidently
io got at the source of rheumatic thingsdid their young
interest to those connected with farm- is paid. In this connection it is
last
the
.
they
not;
reati
generation
wwrphinir in.
well to understand that it would be pains ii mi u res the
as to an adult. Sold by all dealers.
The church, the press and the school
ing and dairying:
much less and traveled far less than
flucnce of S. S. 8., the famous blood purWi. T. Huchens, NWnoison, Ga.. had
a
a
to
hundred
better
and
far
ifier.
Adv.
pay
a
form
Rheumatism
In
alliance
hinni
of
is
in
the
triple
the
coming industry
progress that
Dairying
present one; there were no cir
diseuse that, since It is In this vital fluid
the
of every commun- a severe attack of rhaumatlsm. Hit
guides
destiny
the fertile valleys of New Mexico. We quarter for a cow that will produce a that rheumatic
libraries
books
so
and
culating
cheap
tendonci
t
An internatonal conference of toil
per da, than 50 lodges in the IoImh and miiKrli.n
that a few pence could buy them ity, state and nation. Without them feet, ankles and Joints were swollen.
need dairying to conserve our soil, to pound of butter-fairritate
the
civilization would wither and die and and moving about was very painful ers Is
nerves
no
in
murium
and
will
one
that
dollars
Their
for
were limited with
produce only And in order to drive out
opportunities
better utilize our labor throughout
suggested 83 the rational means
these pain In- in a much narrower
tnrougn them life may attain its treat He was certainly In a bad war when of
circle, and it i
flicting poisons It requires S. S. 8. to
the year, to turn into profit our low half a pound.
universal peace. Who
securing
est
he started to take Foley Kidney Pilla would
Success in dairying depends not on sink deep Into the tiny glands imbedded because of the very facilities whic1 The blessing, power and knowled
priced forage crops, and to provide a
oppose?
in th
farmers
of this nation are ereatlv He
innermost tissues.
our
8.
8.
8.
now
children
have
travels
for
"Just a few doses made mc
reading ei indebted to
sure and steady cash income. From ly on the cost of feed and the price wherever the blood goes and never loses
this social triumvirate for feel says,
Its
influence.
and now my pains and
better,
This explains erything that it is more impoitan
their
all over the state are coming these received for the product, but also on why uiedicinul
POSITIVELY MASTERS CROUP
uplifting influence, and on behalf
it overcomes the bihrI: rhrnnii. f,,rm. than ever that, they should be supei
rheumatism
are all gone and I sleer
of
of
man
or
and
the
the
ot rhetimntlsm, why It dislodges those hard vised in the matter. The
tne American plowmen I want to
individuality
inquiries: Will dairying pay? How
v i!
control
Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound
all
deposits that thicken the Joints, for It acts not be
can we get the most out of our al- the cows. To be profitable a cow as
felt, if only from the first thos manK those engaged in these hish Ret" night long." O. G, Schaefer and croup and it always acts quickly." O.
a solvent and assists the blood to proCross
for
Adv.
Store.
as
a
their
for
Drug
able and efficient
in authority would take the troubl callings
vide In the tissues those natural elements
daily average
falfa? Where can we get good dairy should produce
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store,
for which the body building process conto read aloud and suggest delightfu service, and I shall offer to the cress
cows? What of the various schemes en months, two and a half to three
craves
cuts the thick choking mucus, and
and must have.
tinually
a
oi
series
on
articles
books.
A
child who has found b
NEW MAIL CONTRACT
If you have never used 8. 8. 8 for
to sell cows to the farmers on time, gallons of milk testing four to five
clears
between
away the phlegm. Opens up
these
Important Influence
a
rheumatism,
today of any experience that he has received th
Santa Fe, Nov. 30. Although fig the air passages and
payment to the taken out of the per cent fat. Three gallons of four druggist. Useget It asbottle
and the farmers in the hope of in
keenest
directed
and
stops the hoarse
with
when
o
enjoyment
hearing
cream checks? This last question is per cent milk means one pound of some simple home helps you will soon
creasing the efficiency of all bv mu- - uring on an airship mail route be cough. The gasping, strangling fight
ending bocks recommended by hi
me
worst
should
ueiurone
This
fat
and
most
butter
bring forms of
per day.
painful
of especial Interest to several commat understanding and organized ef tween Silver City and Mogollon, the for breath
rheumatism.
Write the medi- ; a rents, will be more likely to ask to
gives way to quiet breathmunities just now, and it will doubt an average price throughout the year cal department, The Swift Specific Co , advice and discuss what he has rea fort. We will take up, first, the rural postoffice department has lust award ing and
peacerul
sleep. Harold Berg,
63
addiSwift
300
addior
In
of
$84 for
Bldg., Atlanta, On., for
28c,
days.
viith them. So the trend of his men cnurch
ed the mail carrying contract to the Mass, Mich., writes
less attract more attention In the futional advice.
Yours may be a case
;"We give Foley's
skim-mil- k
The
will
Farmers
to
Are
this
she
tion
Great
Church
tbos-v.htal
produce
Build
where a slight help from a specialist
ture. The country needs cows, but
Bennett Automobile company of Sil Honey and Tar to our children for
growth can be directed, and
whose
advice
is
;
ers,
as
worth about a third as much
free, will solve the mysfor his educatic
io
too often, the farmers who need them
ver City for $10,000 a year. The past
Adv.
tery that has been making life miserable will haveresponsible
The American farmer Is the ereafpst
a better knowledge of hi
most have not the capital to start into the butter fat, for feeding to calves, for you. When you ask for
S. s In
church
builder
the
individual
world
has
ever
and chickens. There is also the sist upon it and refuse all suusdlul
development and will nei
dairying on a really profitable scale. pigs,
Known. He is the custodian of the
iher retard nor unduly force him.
Here is the opening for some agency value of the manure, and cf the calf,
nation's
Mrs. Theodore Chambers.
morality; upon his shoulders
to bring cows into the country, and which should total $23, or more, per talltnents of privileges are expected
rests the "ark of the covenant" And
he 18 more resPnsJve to religious
in this section, as well as throughout
wait for the pay till the cows pro- year.
I
SENSE OF SEXES fluences than any other class
The most profitable ration to feed the country. From railroad author! ARTIITIf
duce it themselves. This agency may
of clt- izenstiip.
be a
organization of the such a cow would consist of pasture, ties it is learned that the roads are Museums and Art Galleries of
The farmpra
the
farmers, it may be an association of silage, alfalfa, and a varying amount getting together to withdrawn system'
uuui iiu.uuu cnurches at a cost nf
..uuUr,,c Oi,juwn?oiman,
the business men of the communitly, of mixed grain, consisting of bran, cot atically the privileges not paid for by
says ims writer.
?7oO,O00,000, and the annual conrrlh.,,
it may be a dairy promoter who is ton seed meal, and corn, milo or kar- - shippers.
tion of the nation toward nil rhurr.ii
i8
firfeed
a
va,"a,l!e
si,age
I
verjr
notice that in a department store institutions approximates S2nn nnn nnn
going into the creamery business as a
advertisement womp are quoted as per annum. The farmers of th TTni.
private enterprise, or it may be a when pasture is short. In fact, many
TRY WOLF OF WALL STREET
wonaenng now men can produce such ted States build 22 churches ner
New York, Nov. 30. The trial
speculator whose only interest is to dairymen consider it indispensable. If
excellent resultB with draperies. More- There are 20,000,000 rural church corn- make monev on the cows he sells. 4t is not available, its place will have David Lamar, the
"Wolf of
municanta on the farm, and 54 per
These various agencies are named in to be taken by green soiling crops, Wall Street" which opens here today, over, one ot me domestic "bromides
ia mia.
or tne total membershin of alt
a
man; cent
line
mats
just
,
supplemented in the winter by some on charges of conspiracy! n connection
,
.
I
. Tr
v
ana
uncomcnurcnes
sarcastic
wnony
reside in the countrv
eiy
such feed as dried beet pulp. Such with the steel
to his sense of taste! But
The
investigation,
farm
is
pilmentary
prom'"es
the power-housfeeding will mean a total cost of about to be sensational. Tnere are three In by the red covers of Baedeker, Is not progress and the birthnlace of nilof all
that
about equally
$G0 per year, divided
dictments, two of which are for imper the artistic sense of crude men quite Is noble. The Garden of Eden was
between grain and roughage. Thus it
equal to that of fair woman? I ask in the country and the man who would
sonating a Congressman.
will be seen that, if five dollars per
The alleged conspiracy grew out of you to roiiow Baedeker to all the gal- get close to God must first get close
lenes ana museums of the world and I to nature.
month is to be paid on the purcase the
attempt to get J. P. Morgan and then answer me.
The Functions of a Rural Rh,ln.k
is
left
the
of
what
of
the
cow,
price
Company and the United States feteel
W ho mixed the
If the rural churches
pigments for that
cream check will scarcely pay for the
Corporation to hire Edward Lauter- Madonna? Whose chisel sculptored ing to render a service which this
feed that must be bought, and the
age
bach, lawyer and formerly influential that Apollo? Whose hand traced the demands, there must be
farmer must look to the profit from in
.u.L-r- j
wno
iur
oi.
the
Detween
to
secure
the
politics,
painted
object being
religious, social and eco
c
to get some measure to
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the calling off of the investigation of most ot tne norms great pictures, nomic life of the communitv
above
estimates
The
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for
labor.
most, oi its statues, tiuut its
pay
The church to attain its fullest meas
the Steel corporation several years tarveu
Parthenon and Tjjjy.als?
ure of suojsjw must e'ui"i-are for a good cow. A oor cow might
Lauterbacu is also indicted, and
ego.
Men, and hot womoifT Who make of the' peo'pie in
do little or no better than to make
it
is held for trial.
most of the designs for all kinds ot serves; it must build'ihsailLis&y
character; devel
her own payments, and such i cow
was arrested a few weeks dress fabrics and laces? Men. Who op thought and Increase the
Lamar
efficiency
would never become profitable. A real!
ago at the Waldorf. He was taken blends the delicate dyes for the hun or numan life. It must serve the sonvfftjsh'..
can
built
be
herd
only
up
ly profitable
before Judge Rudkin and held in $ 30- dred shades that adorn milady? Some cial, business and intellectual, as well
man.
by keeping an accuate check on the 000. The
as the spiritual and moral side of life.
indictment alleges that on
Who put the figure in that 110,000 If religion does not make a man more
production of each cow, and discard- Feb. 4, 1913, Lamar
telephoned to rug upon your floor? Just a man. capable, more useful
and more just,
ing the poor ones. Many a dairy herd Lewis Cass
and
Ledyard
represented Who even makes many of the most what good Is it? We want a
a
net
if
a
would yield
larger
profit
practical
himself as
E. Mitchell fashionable Parisian dresses and hats
religion, one we can live by and farm
hird, or in some cases, a half, wero Palmer of Congressman
Pennsylvania!, who recently Frenchmen,
by, as well as die by.
sold for butcher stock.
The masculine has quite enough to
ran against Penrose for the Senate.
Fewer and Better Churches.
Aside from the cows, the necessary
harry him, but lack ot artistic sense is
The
was
Blessed
told
investibefore
the
is that rural community
story
material equipment will consist of a
not his sex shortcoming. Philadel which has but one
in
committee
a
place of worship.
gating
Washington
is
to be
good separator, if the cream
phia Ledger.
While competition is the life of trade,
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m
last
summer.
Lamar
year
ago
urged
sold or churned, the ordinary utensils
it is death to the rural church and
to have Lauterbach retained
& M M m 4 feJr 4
Iedyard
for handling the milk and shelter
moral starvation to the community.
Foor Mrs. Smith.
He said that Lauterbach was in touch
A
was
three
roof
wit'i
a
minister
of
some
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sectarianism
a scourge that
for the cows,
good
Petty
recounting
with congressmen and that there was his amusing experiences in
marrying blights the life, and the church preju:Pi enclosed is sufficient In our cM-no
real desire to have the steel cor people. "There's an old custom,1 dice saps the vitality; of many comaic. A silo and a good sanitary
communLamar's case said he, "that the bridegroom shall munities. An
f oot in the milking stable mi a'so poration investigated.
Is now pending in the United States kiss the bride immediately after the ity ia a crime against religion, a seriessentials to the best results.
ous handicap to society and a useless
marriage ceremony is over. It's
Another factor which may.mika or supreme court, and he believed he good, practical custom, for it serves tax upon agriculture.
could
New
visit
York
without
arrest.
break the dairyman is whether he
more handily than anything else that
While denominations are essential
know of to dissipate the awkward and church pride commendable, the
gets a fair and honest return for his
C I T R O L A X
New York Salesrooms
pause that almost always follows a high teaching of universal Christianity
cram delivered to the creamery. With
Meriden
simple, informal ceremony. For this must prevail if the rural church is to
CITROLAX
dairying on the increase in the state,
32
warren
Street
reason
custom
I
fulfill
Connecticut
its mission to agriculture.
alive.
keep the
CJTROLAX
we will soon feel the imperative ne'l
One day a man whom I shall call
We frequently have three or four
of legislative regulations of creamer
Best thing for constipation, sour Smith came to the parsonage to be churches in a community which is not
ies in the state. All in all, dairy;na
stomach, azy liver and sluggish bow married. Mr. Smith was a pompous able to adequately support one. Small
is bound to be a profitable industry els.
Stops a sick headache almost at consequential little man. The pros congregations attend services once a
in New Mexico,' and every possible once. Gives
a most thorough and sat pective Mrs. Smith was a fine, win- month and all fail to perform the re
some
After the ceremony, Mr. ligious functions of the community.
effort should be made to enou"fi);e
isfactory flushing no pain, no nau- Smith, girl.
in
of his pomposity, did The division of religious forces and
spite
its
enlargement.
sea. Keeps your system cleansed, not seem to know
Calumet pastry is good to
just what was the the breaking into fragments of moral
sweet and wholesome.
Ask for Cit- next thing to do, so, as In my prac- efforts is ofttimes little less than a
look at, good to eat. Always
SHIPPERS LOSE PRIVILEGE
rolax. O. G. Schaefer and Red Crosa tice in such emergencies, I said: 'My calamity and defeats the
very purpose
light, fluffy, tender and wholesPittsburgh, Nov. 30. Beginning to Drug Store. Adv.
dear sir, it is your privilege to salute they seek to promote.
ome. Calumet is the one baking
morrow
all
for
arrangements
existing
the bride.' He turned around and er
powder that is high in quality and
the stopping of cars in transit to com
fmderale in pnee.
Women workers have been hard hit tending his hand formally, said: 'Mrs.
Smith, I congratulate you."'
plete loading, or to partially unload by the recent business
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
depression.
any kind of freight traffic in Central The
World' Pin Food Eiootitioi, Chiois, IS.
large cities are overrun with sten- Pua Eipuitin. iimac: Muck, 1912 .
Freight association territory, regard ographers and bookkeepers.
Deadly Weapons of War.
less of point of origin or destination,
Individuals attain considerable skill
- "
f
In handling the bayonet.
It is almost
-will he cancelled. Taking the inter
a
Rub
sore
BALLARD'S
throat
with
a mooted question in military circles
state commerce ' commission at its SNOW LINIMENT.
One or two ap whether the bayonet or saber is the
word the railroads either are abridg
plications will cure it completely. better weapon. The, saber, undoubting or abrogating entirely many serv Price 25c, EOc and $1 per bottle. Sold edly, is the quicker weapon, and more
ices to shippers that hav been ren ! Central
skill is needed to handle it. Its user,
Drug Co. Adv.
dered free of charge so long that tney
however, depends entirely on the
have come to be regarded as rights.
strength of his right wrist and right
HUBBELL SHIPS SHEEP
whereas the man with the bayoarm,
Thia latest ruling will affect many
Santa Fe, Nov. 30. Frank A. Hub- net can
so regulate his thrusts and
shippers and will probably cause many bell increased his eheep shipments
An old fashioned holiday in a "new feshioned"
that
parries
nearly every muscle of
way
to
be
The
objections
registered.
only from Magdalena from 60,000 head last his body is brought into service.
exception the railroads are to make year to 60,00 head this year, all of That, it is seen plainly, gives the bayo
You can modernize Christmas in
your home and, at
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the same time, be sure of
Socorro; county ranse. net the advantage in the latter stages
delight in the
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complete loading, and mixed carloads
received
if
make
gifts
electrical.
you
your gifts
of fresh meats and packing house
A tight feeling in the cnest accom- bayonet and saber.
products to partially unload. There- ianied by a short, dry cought. Indi
G-- E
fore, the local rates will be applied to cates an inflamed condition In the
Her Husband's Voice.
Mrs. Goodoldsoul was waiting tea
all shipments to and from the stop-off- ungs. To relieve it
buy the dollar for her
will bring comfort and pleasure into the
AND ALL THE FAMILY
husband, who was expected
holiday
except in the cases defined. In ize BALLARD'S HOREHOUND
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and prove a lasting benefit throughout the gather!V
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a
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monger's
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l
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In fact, were It not for the well known
reputation for truth of the paper making the assertion, The Santa Fe New
Mexican, The Optic would not believe
that the saloon men of Albuquerque
to contribute $1
could "be Induced
each, if by so doing they might retain
the convention for the' Duke City for
the next million yearn; unless, of

LOST

BRAKEMAN

returned last evening after a week 7
trip to Baca location grant in northern Sandoval county, wnere he collected data for Uncle Sam in the litigation of the forest service with the
owners of the grant. The forest service lays claim to. a large area that the
owners of the grant seek to fence, as
being within the Jemez forest. The
grant is leased by the Sylvester brothers of Montevista, Col., for a cartle-rangebut has large timber possih:li- ties and aibtindant water and fertile
land to make it an attractive reclamation and colonization project,
is magnificent and upon it
are raised heavy crops of potatoes and
oats on the few acres uiyler cultiva
tion.

NEW MEXICO EXHIBIT
NEARING COMPLETION

IN PILE OF

0r

Tbe Forest Service Will Contribute an Important Display

coiif

course, they might contribute cut yf-of civic
..Editor spirit did not pride.
M. M. PADGETT......
these gentlemen, as
Why
members of the essoclation, cast their
ballots against the resolution favoring
the submission Of a prohibition amend
ment to the state constitution in 1916,
was passed by the teacherB?
Entered, at the poatoillce at East which
did not sonie. of them find
transWhy
for
lag Vegas, New Mexico,
their
places on the refreshment commission through the United State
';.
't
mittee?,
falls as second class mattei.
Since these gentlemen have joined
the association and cast their ballots,
TERMS OF SUBSCRITION
it might be well to put some of them
Dally, by Carrier
on next year's program. Valuable pa06
er Copy
pers upon "The Effect of Iced Ton
.15
One Week
the Imagination," "Milk A
Upon
.W
One Month
Harmful Beverae,V ''WaterNathing
7,8I). Better for the Bath" and similar sub
One Year
Dally, by Mall
jects might well be written Dy in a
B.0O
One Year (In advance)
soft voiced dispensers of hard drinks
3.00
Six Months (in advance)
who have taken time thait should be
7.00
One Year (In arrears)
devoted to their business and freely
3.50
ix Months (in arrears)
donated it to the educational associa-

30, 1914.
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One of the
Santa Fe, Nov. 30. The chairman sion had alreay provided for a compopular pattdisscomand
latest
Mexico
erns in Gorbum
of. tbe New
exposition
plete moving picture
W. O. MEREDITH IS DUG OUT BY
table silversteroptlcon lantern slide
mission Is rejoicing toda?,and he has olving-view
ware stands with
OTHER RAILROADS JUST
a good cause for it. Upon- his return installation by the Percion Machine
IN TIME
from Gallup where he wail an impor- company of New York.
of the Middle
Georgian Period.
Magnificent Exhibit
tant damage, suit and before leaving
on
the
coal
train
The designers of
3unday night a
To give a glimpse of the splendid
this afternoon for Albuquerque, he rethat time were
Dawson division' of the Southwestern ceived
mean ; much for exhibit that will be installed by the
that
tidings
strongly impreswas wrecked by a broken wheel, caus- the success of the New Mexico ex forestry bureau, the following outline
sed with pure
thrown
car
to
be
is given by Mr. Graves:.
Greek and Roman
ing the disabled
i
hibit,
forms, invariably
crosswise of the right of way and the
"A model of a portion of a typical
First there was a letter from Henry
ACCUSED OF PERJURY
avoiding the roderailment o 11 cars, says the Tucum- S. Graves, forester of the United ranger district in an idealized nationSanta Fe, Nov. 3u. Another turn
coco, the fantascarl Sun.
activities
tic and the ornate.
in the sensational trial of Jim West
States,,outlining a superb exhibit that al forest showing important
This new Gorham
At the time of the derailment Brake-ma- is
prepared by the forestry bu- and uses of the national forests. The at Roswell developed when Salomon
being
pattern, modeled
W. O. Meredith was riding a coal reau for the New Mexico - building. model will ehow a Rocky Mountain Torres and
Gregorio Torres were arupon these stancar. H& was precipitated to the ground Then there was an offer of the New region, such as in New Mexico, heavidards,, attracts b
reted on a charge of perjury and held
and covered with the contents of one York Auto Piano company to install ly covered with timber and contain- It $2,000 bail for trial on December
its... classic simplicity and is esof the large 100,000 pound capacity without k cent of cost tp the state one ing a ranger station, an agricultural 7l District
Attorney K. K. Scott made
pecially ' approprunder Irrigation, the complaint which grew out of the
coal cars which had turned turtle di- of the magnificent auto pianos, that homestead partly
iate to Colonial
and Georgian
rectly about him. Some of his com- the firm manufactures 'fcfr Uncle trails, roads, bridges, telephone lines testimony given by the two defendants
dining rooms.
rades heard a faint call and located Sarus battleships and also for the big and mountain stream with actual run- on behalf of West.
They testified
Made in Ster
the unfortunate man far beneath the)' gest motion picture houses or tne ning water, waterfalls, undeveloped that they were at the West home at
ling Silver
tim'
overturned
the
lookout
fire
in
of
under
mass
coal
the power site,
station,
the time of the alleged nssault of
county. ?TMa will be installed
only, and
car. After almost superhuman effort auditorium;; while the $500 Edison ber salefarea, cattle and sheep graz- West on Holmes. The state, on the
stamped
WItn th0
'; i !
i
on the part of the crew they succeed- phonograph will be place in the recep ing, etc., which measures 5 by 6 feet. other hand, put on witnesses
tion.
show
...
Trade
o
Minituare wooden fire tower and that the two boys were eight miles
ed in making an opening through the tion room. Then there was me re
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NEW HOTEL COMPANY
mass of coal so that the man conld port that by next Wednesday evening, equipment station, space 5 by 7 feet. from the place of the assault at the
Lion, Anchor and
Full size platform of wooden fire time, working on a hay farm'- ,The
One Year
Santa Fe, Nov. 30. Incorporai'on get air, and finally dug him out of the Chase Bell, Mr. Valliant and Waldo
letter S
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protractor,
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equipped
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will
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death
stat3
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Six Months........
completed
sent
Twitchell
defendants have initiated habeas cor
trap.
papers have been
The man suffered greatly Irflji the work of developing 32,000 feet of New dade, binoculars, etc., 6 by 5 teet.
pus proceedings,
corporation commission by the Las
Fire map of New Mexico national
of Las Crtices, shock and his many injuries. He'w&9 Mexico motion pictures, a collection
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which is that much nearer to1 the real- brought to the Tucumcarl hospital for of which Mr. Valliant, the famous vet- forest showing triangulation system,
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for the hotel, which is to be a three- stockholders have suffered, from what
It illustrated, alone will be worth the New Mexico.
York stock exchange today, the awanna steel fives,
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story structure in mission style with has been characterized as exploitation
model measur first full
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'
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different issues were
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to
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day of trading of any sort
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Santa Fe, Nov. 30. State officials against the financial management of hibit In the New Mexico building and erodes the dended hill and deposits to be in a state of
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t the Fere Marquette.
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"
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securing their biennial reports to Governor
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with motion pictures in the New Mex
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30.
State
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convention for that city in 1915.
Fe.
Engineer
the
Donald, which are due on Tuesday,
ico building and before leaving for San this Installation will conform with
selling at 80, and Westinghouse con-cattle, receipts 20,000. Market
While The Optic believes the pres- - j December l.the first day of the new James A.French received word today Francisco will, arrange for a substl- high artistic ideals that the New Mexdeclined 3 points and Cen- - fly. prime fed steers $1041)11; west-tra-l
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year. state Engineer James A. that
titute to continue these lectures all ico exposition commission and Dr.
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teachers in an
Real will be passable within a
place like French, especially, was occupied with
Hewett, director of exhibits have set
As the day progressed the bulk of)
year.
link
a
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market strong,
another
stimula-a
Albuquerque would mean
report that will be the most inter-io- week, thus completing
The forestry exhibit will cover 750 for the exposition. The main portion the trading was in small lots, but oc-- : Lambs
$8.509.35; yearlings $G.75
of business in the dry goods Jesting of the bunch in many respects, in El Gamin Real. In fact, the road
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exhibits
Mexico
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stores, curio shops, other mercantile for jt deals not only with good roads, from the northern boundary
Dr;. Hewett
space for about 200 square feet. The shipped on December
sothern boundary, is practically com- forestry service stood ready lo furnish has seen to the landscaping and parkestablishments, and places where icejbut also with irrigation, water
and soda water are sold, it Is sources, surveys, and other activities plete, some, .portions, of courae, being a pair of automatic stereopticon ma- ing of the New Mexico grounds and
slo'w to admit a conviction that the 'of the state placed under his jurisdic-saloon- s much better than others, but every
chines, but Colonel Twitchell Inform without cost to the state will superweather.
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STAMPS!

Engraved
Calling

COLLECTION IS SET TO - BEGIN
TOMORROW, BUT HOW WILL
IT BE DONE?

Latest Types and Styles
You cannot surpass the

Beauty an Individuality
of bur ne w, calling cards.
They Come in
SCRIPT,

BuisigksS ,

;

,

old english,

Spanish,

;t.

BUSINESS CARDS,

Announcements ,ot
Gentlemen's Calling
Cards

french script,
CAXTON,

f"

For

:.?
S

Our

GREEK,
G I MAN.
ASTOR, Texts.

BLOCK and
ITALIC Texts.
,

,

THE OPTIC OFFICE

cents,:
Same, exceeding $500 value, $1.
Entry for withdrawal of goods from

customs bonded warehojise 50 cents.
Insurance of- property new or ref
newed' policies,! each;, .dollar-cent.
,.,
;
:. Polieteui of;
instance or bond of na
ture of indemnity for joss, each, dollar, 1
-

,

1.

cent.?

j.r,j',-v:-

t,j-

s

one-eigh-

j

."J

si"

v...r-i-

one-hal-

vf

f

tickets' by sea to foreign
port costing less than $10, $1.
Same, not exceeding $60, $3.
Same, exceeding $60, $5.
Perfumes, cosmetics, etc., vaseline,
hair dyes, tooth "washes, graded in
values of 6 cents up to 15 cents, each
5' cents,
cent.
Same, valued from 15 to 25c, five-- '
I
eighths cent.
Same, each additional 25' cents retail, A cents.
... .
Chewing gum, etc.; valued less than
$1 a unit, 4 cents.
Voting powers or proxies, 10 centB.
Power to convey real estate, protests, 25 cents.
' i
1
' Palace or parlor car seat or berth,
rent
Promissory notes, except banknotes 1 cent.
each
for circulation end renewals;
A NEW FOREST
'
$100, 2 cents.
Santa Fe, Nov. 30. Assistant SuBundles shipped by freight or ;
'' "
pervisor o? Surveys A. E, Compr.i
I
ess, 1 emit.
;

,

Samples on display and pr lets cheerfully

given at

Though the special war tax, levied
through the affixing of stamps upon
many articles and legal papers, is due
tomorrow, there is no supply of the
stamps, In Las Vegas. Postmaster E.
V., Long, over a week ago, wired asd
the
jw w.tejtoHicialn; Wasbingtoikn.1
internal revenue collector's of flea n
Santa Fe, but was, unable to leaf ii
when a supply of .thj 6tampswouS i
arrive here. It. Is iiot .even lqiowiiif
the stamps swlH he handled through
the postoffice, . ...
vr
There are two varieties of the
stamps one kind for document and
another kind for proprietary medicines, articles and twines. The stamps
for documents range In. denomination from a half a cent to $1,000.
The other class of stamps run from
an eighth of a cent to 20 cents.
Thie stamp taxes are: ;
,
wrtificates of
Bonda, debentures,
indebtedness by an association, com
issues,; $100
pany or corporation,
pa.r value;, each 6 cents.
Sales or agreements to sell stock,
$100
value; each 2 cents.
Agreement of said, of products or
merchandise on exchanges; each $100,
,

ROMAN,

.

THE

CITY

Cards

Telegraph and telephone companies,
1 cent.
Senders of telephone and telegraph
message, on each over 15c, 1 cent.
Certificates of profits of corpora
tions, etc., and transfers thereof, face
value each $100, 2 cents.
Damage certificates, etc., 25 cents.
Other certificates required by law,
10 cents.
of
Broker's note or memorandum
sale,' 10 cents.
Deeds or realty transfers valued be
tween $100 and $500, 50 cents.
Same each additional $500, 60 cents.
Entry of goods at custom house,
$100 value, 25 cents.
Same, not exceeding $500 value, 50

on each message over 15c,

fif

'I

MF

Thi u k
Victrola XI, ? 100

j

There's sure to he "a Merry Christmas'
wherever there is a Victrola
The beautiful music of this superb instrument will Ipe
source of great pleasure nd
will make Christmas
real Christmas to every
member of the family.
j
It will be a big help in making every day in
the year a brighter and happier day.
,
--

'

And all this can easily be yours. Stop in and see
and hear the Victrola, and find out about our easy

terms.
, Victrolas $15 to $200.

.

Victor? $10 to

100.

DECEMBER 1EC0RDS
Just Received
Hear Our New Xmas

9
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Mrs. Mamie O'Brian arrived In Las
Vegas on Saturday evening with Mrs.
J. van Houten. Mrs. O'Brian for the
past 20 years has been a resident of

PERSONALS
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Overcoats

Paris, France, but left that
AND
en
country on September 7. She is a
Stuart Tipton came in today on a
of Las Vegas and is
resident
former
Sanchez.
short visit from
Otero. She
the sister of
Simon Bacharach took an automo
will Btav here a few days with
bile trip to Villanueva yesterday.
.
friends.
FOR
H. Applegate, representing the Ely
Baca of shoemaker came
Raymond
Walker Company of St. Louis, was in last night..' He will spend a, few
in town on business today.
days here.
Alejandro Martinez, a rancher from
Miss Pauline Jaramillo and Miss
Your overcoat is a matter of
San Patricio, came into town this Louise Jaramillo, who have been vis
to
the
past
for
supplies.
in
purchase
morning
Albuquerque
iting
great Importance to yon. Be
Austin McWilliams left Saturday week, returned to Las Veas last
for El Paso. He probably will mate night.
particular in selecting the fabthe
the Pass City his headquarters.
George H. Oakley, representing
ric, the Mode.1 and the Tailoring
C. E. Doll of Santa Fe, represent- Burnham Munger Dry Goods company,
Loose-Wiles
on
the trade.
Cracker company, was in town today calling
ing the
and see to the fit over the
came Into town today. He will be here
Mrs. L. M. Dennison, who has been
shoulder and around the collar!
a short time calling on the trade.
visiting Mrs. N. .W. Earl of this city,
Chica
in
Luhome
Miss
for
her
Miss Clara Rensing and
Iff t yesterday
j
jfou capt.niake a mistake in
cille Hermann arrived home yester- go. Mrs. Dennison Is an old friend
any of these points if you
Tfyey have 'of Mrs. Earl, the two not having seen
day ftom Albuquerque?
Carfor
other
ritf'.'.Mrsfjj'jy'.
V) years.
bee Visiting ;Mr.
each
'choose a Hart Shaffner & Mars
",;
men of that city.;
Tomas Flores. came in town last
u:: ,t
AT
C, P. Hdhter, representing tW L. C: night from Trinidad, Colo. Mr, Flores
Smith Typewriter company, arrived in is a former resident of Las Vegas. '
towa today from Albuquerque. He
Miss Vera Garcia, principal of the
will stay here a few days on business school at Wagon Mound, left here for
GREENBERGER'S
for his company.
her charge yesterday. Miss Garcia
Miss Marie Clement arrived in Las has teen spending her Thanksgiving
Vegas last night from Sanita Fe, Miss vacation- here.,
Clement went to Albuquerque with
Miss Vivian Hedgcock, who has
the glee club of the Normal Univer- been teaching school at Wagon Mound
Jess Dawson, a rancher from Vie vie-- !
sity and visited friends in the Capital fori the past few months, took advant- inity of Watrous, was in town over
'
age of the ThankSEWtng vacation to the week-end- .
City on her way back.
.'
visbrief
a
home
An automobile parly consisting of return to her
here for
Ismacio Garcia of Denver came in
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Bacharach, Mr. It She returned to Wagon Mound yesterday to transact personal affairs.
and Mrs!. Charles .Qreenclay and Mrs. esterday.
E. C. Thornhill came in ivom Sprin-;e- r
who
M. Tlschler of Denver took as trip over
is
teaching
Josephine Young,
today to spend a few days here.
the mesa, yesterday. The party was at Wagon Mound, left for that place
Mrs Henry Levy of Socorro arrived
has been in Las Vegas yesterday for a visit.
Miss Young
successful in killing several quail.
yesterday.John Hicks a live stock man of spending her Thanksgiving vacation She will visit with her relatives, Mr.
Santa Rosa, drove into, town in,
hcjr''WiUi, home folk.
and Mrs. A. M. Adler.
IjMC. Blair of La Junta was a busiBuick "37" today.
Miss Claribel Adler, who has been
Miss Mildred- - McMahon and Miss ness ivisitor here today.
visiting relatives in Socorro, returned
K, W;- Edwards and H. A. Parsons, last night to Las Vegas.
Mary McMahon returned to Las Vethe
gas last night from their home in lawyers of Fort Sumner, arrived in
Albert Mitchell, representing
of New
Pueblo, Colo. The Misses McMahon Las Vegas today to conduct a case Broecke Wilson company
are attending the New Mexico Normal to, be considered tomorrow before the York City, was here in the Interests
court.
University.
of his firm today.
,3. J. Givan of Raton came Into town
William Hicks and family have takJ. M. Thornhill of San Antonio, N.
He
en the house at No. 623 Railroad ave- today for a short business visit
M., came into town yesterday..
nue. They are from Iowa, nnd intend
Guy Lueper arrived last night from will make a short visit here.
on a
to reside here permanently.
Pueblo, Colo.
Barney Bismark left today
J. J. Atkins came in last night from business trip to Denver.
Mrs. C. Smith arrived last night
Raton to spend a reir dajauon busifrom Santa Fe for a short visit.
Mr. and- Mrs. J. B. McCoy and their
W"
''
M. E. Neery, a rancher from the ness.
son returned today from Topeka, Kas.,
C. C. Henry of Fort Sumner arrived
vicinity of Rociada, came in last night
where they have been spending a few
in Las Vesas today. Mr. Henry Is weeks. Mr. McCoy is the division
on business.
railC. B. Keeley came IrijEo'town yes- the register of the land office. He is store
keeper for the Santa Fe
here on legal business.
terday on a short business visit.
road.
E. P. Ripley and Charles H. Bristol
passed through Las Vega3 in their
Drivate cars attached to wain No. 1
vesterday. Mr. Ripley is the presi
dent of the Santa Fe railroad and
Mr. Bristol is the acting general su
perintendent.
Rev. E. H. Eckel, provincial secretarv of the province of the southwest
o the Episcopal church, arrived in
Las Vegas on train No. 1 today. Mr.
Eckel spoke this afternoon to the
Ladies' Auxiliary of St.
church, and this evening he
will address another meeting at the
church.
Rev. J. S. Moore returned today
from Raton, where lie had been on
ministerial business.
Mr! and Mrs. Duke Tipton and their
son, Wallace Tipton, came into town
from Onava Saturday to spend the
week end.
.
R. F. Creegher of Lamar, Colo.,
i
i
came In this afternoon on business.
T. F. Ogg arrived on No. 10 tooay
fiom Santa Fe.
J. V. Jenkins of Denver was a busi
ness: visitor here today.
W. H. Land of Fort Sumner arrived
id Las Vegas this afternoon. He ..will
stay here a few days on legal busi
' '' '''
ness.
.,..!. I

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

war-stric-

nm

Mackinaws

Men and Boys

m

SURPLUS
000.00

;

J. M. Cunningham, President.

D, T.

Frank Springer,

INTEREST PAID

OIST

Hosklnt, Cdihler.

TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAN

'

..''

.

dnpirAt

stcdh

OFFICE

i

"

WITH THE SAN

,.:

C30,CDD,QO

NMGUEL

NATIONAL

BANK

WM. G. HAYDON..

--

H. W. KELLY
D. T, HOSKINS- -.

.President

Vice-Preside-

.

Treasurer

ii
11

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

-

'

,

'

Faul"s-Me-mort-

al

'

J

.
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There'll Come a Time

-

other of the well known cofffee Is bound to result for most people
in shattered nerves, hear: fldtier, biliousness, headache, or aoni9
other of the well known cof fee Ilia.

It's the

drug, "caiffeine,"

grains to the cup
j

!

j

P0

in coffee about

causes

that

If coffee disagrees,'; try t;

-

FOBT

' "r'!T

the pure

.-

-

food-drln-

free from the drugs, caffeine and tannin, or any other harmful
substance.

"There's a Reason"
Postum comes in two forms:

Instant
tins.

Postum
'

Cost per cup is about

13c

and 25c pkgs.

made in the cup, Instantly

AUTO STAGE

Automobile stage line to Mora triweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
m. Fare for round rip, $5; one way,
$3. Round trip tickets good for one
week.

Grocers Eyerywhero Sell POSTUM

:

Prop.

LOSE 900,000

Petrograd, Nov. 30 (via London).On jthe pasi8 of reports Received in
Petrograd from Hungary,-I- t ia stated
n
here today that the
causualtles1 to date amount to 900,000
men and 19,000 officers.
Austro-Hungaria-

LIQUOR

today froth his sudden illness
of last Saturday to proceed with the
case Tof Peter Roth vs. Tranqullino
Yara for the possession of a stallion.
By 10:30 o'clock this morning, the evidence had all been heard and the arWhen court
gument had commenced.
Mr. Lar
noon
for
recess,
adjourned
razolo was still presenting his argument for Yara. The case went to the
jury late this afternoon. The jury in
all probability will return a verdict
when court convenes at 9 o'clock toThe next case to
morrow morning.
be considered is that of the state
against George Sells for forgery.
on

H. B. Hubbard,
AUSTRIANS

YOUR
SUIT

A. Larraz61o"had recovered

Danzlger

30c and 50c

the same for both kinds.

O

NOTES

Notice has been received at the local
postoffice pfi the holding here of three
more examinations by. the United
StateB civil service commission. The
positions to be' filled are: Editor in
farm management (male), at a salary
of 2,250, examination to be held December 22. Baker (male and female)
at a salary of $500, examination to Ve
held
December 22.
Veterinarian
(male) at a salary of $1,200, examina
tion to be held January 6, 1915. Anybody desirous of obtaining more detailed Information concerning these
positions should call at the postoffice
and see the local representative of
the United States civil service commission, Oscar Linberg.

DELEGATION ARRIVES HERE
FROM THAT CITY TO AIR
'
:
GRIEVANCE IN COURT

Nothing but the goodness of choice wheat, roasted with a bit
of wholesame molasses, enters into Postum. A beverage of delightful taste and aroma, used with, benefit by young and eld.

A.

CIVIL SERVICE

trouble.

tha

M

soluble

Trujillo Attends Funeral
Rahion' A'. Trujillo, who aS on the
regular jury' panel, was excused on
Saturday in order that he might attend the funeral of a relative, Antonio
Sanchez, who was burled at Sanchez
on Saturday afternoon.
Several persons have arrived from
Fort Sumner, 'Nl'Jr. to launch some
cases before Judge Leahy relative to
the liquor question at that place. The
case is entitled the State of New Mexico ex rel. W. H. Land in behalf of
himself as a taxpayer and others sim
ilarly situated, vs. the board of county commissioners of Guadalupe county and others. This action is an attempt of the prohibition interests of
Fort Sumner to throw out some of
the votes that were cast in favor of
the wets in the' recent local option
election held in that town. The case
may come up tomorrow.

ELECIION CUNTtSTED

2

,

Regular Postum, which has to be boiled

SUIIill

Danzier and Company was the man
picked to fill Vlllanueva's place.

For Fall and Winter should
ordered now,

We have a compleU Una of for-

eign and domestic suitings,
all tha
I

I
i

;
i

'

at right prices.
-

'"

com-prisin-

g

lateit weaves, and
-

Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care

Jury

Leandro Villanueva, a member of
the petit jury panel, was excused on
Saturday by Judge David J. Leahy.
Villanueva wished to visit his father,
who is seriously ill at Rlbera. To fill
this vacancy four names wei-- consid-e- d
and one of these was chosen by lot.
Morris Danzigef of the firm of M.

!

111

.TAILOR

ilOBBERWKA
WINDOW TO

marching eastward from SatuLuis Potosi is now expected. v,
Cbajlero has
been claimed by both , th'j
jCarranza
and Villa factions. Cabaliera has tele-'.- ,
graphed to Gutierrez ids allegiance to '
mo Aguan cauentea contention.
In a dispatch dated at Queretaro,
temporary capital of. the convention
faction, Special Agent Canovas of the
state department said a roiior was
current that General: Pablo kjonzaies,1
one of the Carranza di vision comman(Continued from Page One
j
ders, had proclaimed himsielf proviof railroad operations through i com- sional president and named cabinet. '
pliance with the employee' requests Canova was unablet o confiitm the ru
would in the long run make the. pub- mor. Official here think Jtf, unlikely!
The last dispatches, dated. Saturday,- lic the sufferer, Mr. Stone said:
"It is refreshing to see this change said the city was quiet.
in sentiment, hut it is only, wben
Aid for Carranza
some question of increaae of wages
of employes Is concerned that .they
Douglas, Ariz., Nov. 30. TJwenty-u- v e
become eo solicitous for the long suf- hundred men, commanded; t hy Jose
fering public. A little gang of finan- Obregon, a brother of the! Carranzii
cial leaders will exploit some railroad leader, GeneraV Alvaro Obrgon, havo
and place the burden on the public invaded Sonora' from Sinalda, accord-- .
which generations yet unborn will ing to advices- - received today by the...
have to bear, and you hear not even Sonora land andwar tax commission.
a whisper of the rights or suffering of The column is equipped wltlj 18 pieces.
oi aruiiery ana 18 macnmeigunM, anu
the public."
its chief object is Hermo8ilo, capital
of Governor Jose Maytorem, who has
Railroads Say Pay Is Fair
Attorney James M. Sfteehan, retain- embraced the Villa side in' 'the pnv
I
ed by the railroads, said that he ent Mexican war.
Guaymas, the Sonora ssaport, fcU-- '
would reserve his opening statement
until the presentation of evidence for is expected to be capture! 'after an
the employes informed him what line attack on Navajoa this wee.
Ver-.Advices received today
of defense iwould be required. He
Cruz, Carranza's capital, stated that,
added:
"We wil contend, of course, that it was General Angeles. Vijlla's chief
the present rate of pay is full, rair artillery officer, who was defeated by
Twenand adequate. We have no quarrel General Dieguez at Guadalajfra.
J
cannon
were
captured,
ty
with Mr. Stone as to the high class
j.,
of men required to run locomotives,
GOOD ROADS) BOOK
nor do we question their responsibili
Santa Fe, Nov. 30. T.f Harmon
ties and the arduous nnture of their
Parkhurst has returned froiri a trip ov
duties."
Sheehan said wages were adjusted er the state roads of norJiern New
!Los Luna
in 1910 by mediation and arbitration, Mexico, between Raton and
roada
the
for
good
taking
photographs
and that while in his view the present
e
book that will be issued by! State
arbitration should have to do only
A. French. Hej will leave
James
with changes in the last four years,
tomorrow for a tour of tlwj hishwaya
Mr. stone's opening remarks concern'with V'.ii
ed the increased responsibilities and in southern New Mexico,
same purpose in view. The jbook is ti
hardships which have developed in be Issued
for automobile tourists with
the last 25 years and most of which
a view of inducing them tot give New.,
the Tailroad assumed, were duly con
Mexico roads a trial or to nake their
sidered in 1910.
.
transcontinental trip by wy 'of New
Mexico. The volume is to
superbly;
illustrated and will be a goid piece M
ANOTHER SUPPOHTEII
publicity for New Mexico, f especially
if supplemented by a volume planned
FOS GENERAL VILLA by Land Commissioner Ri jP. Ervic-u-,
descriptive of New Mexico(lands and
industry and the official New Mexl
LUIS CABALLERO, GOVERNOR OF couvenlr book of the New Mexico ex- TAMAULIPAS
JOINS
position commission.
-

COMMISSION
MAKING

STEAL

FOR

PEACE

iAIlED

GET AWAY WITH THREE REVOL
VERS AT FRANKLIN BICYCLE

HOSPITAL
A jagged hole in the display win
dow of the Franklin Bicyqje hospital,
on Douglas
avenue, disclosed this
morning the cause of the disappear
ance of three revolvers from the place.

Evidently some covetous eye fell upon
the guns, and led to the theft. The
night police heard no noiBe. Chief
Coles was notified this morning. Ho
is making an effort to recover the revolvers and capture the thief. This particular display window seems to be
pursued by a jynx. About a month
ago a rifle was discharged accidentally
in .the: pace. Tjie bullet punctured
the glass in the door, which was
opened, broke a large piece out of the
window and then fell to the floor. Ii
was regarded as remarkable that the
bullet did not go entirely through the
" '

window

i

HIS BIGGEST OPPONENT

-

If the bout between Jack Johnson
and Jess Willard, articles for which
Johnson signed in London recently.
according to cable dispatches, takes
place, the champion will find himself
confronted in the ring by the biggest
man he has ever faced. Willard is 6
inches tall and weighs be
feet 5
tween 230 and 240 pounds in ring costume. He is 26 years of age and has
inches. Johnson is
reach of 82
inches, in height weighs
feet
210 in condition and has a reach of
2 inches. His age at the time tenta
tively 6et for the bout would be 37
years. A comparison of these figures
show that Willard would have an advantage of at least 20 pounus in
weight; five inches in height and close
to ten years In age.
There would be a far greater dif- ferencje in the physical proportions
of boxers than was the case when
Johnson won his title from Jim Jeffries at Reno, Nev., on July 4, 1910.
Johnson at that time was 32 years old
to Jeffries 35, weighed 209 pounds to
his oppentns 230 and had a reach
of 72 inches to Jeffries' 75. Wiliard's
greatest advantage over Johnson
would be his youth, for in but one
championship bout among heavy
weights in modern times has there
been a difference of 10 or more years
hetween the principals. John L. Sulli- an was 34 years old when James J.
Corbett defeated hint at New Orleans
in 1S92 at the age of 26. tfrirbett
was 31 when Bob Fitzsiminons at
the age of 35 defeated him at Carson
City, Nev., and Fitzsimmons was 37
when Jeffries wrested his championship laurels from him when Jeffries
was but 24 years old. Fitzsimmons
lasted 11 rounds against Jeffries at
the ace of 37, but the Cornlshman was
a physical marvel, differing greatly
from the modern heavyweight
4

.

'i AID FOR PRISONERS
paul Reinsch,
Peking, Nov.
American minister to China, cabled
30.-D-

T'--

C:

.TOR-REON'- S

HERO

FEDERALS WANT FLANK
Washington, Nov. SO. Official dis
patches today confirmed earlier re
ports that General Luis Cabt!flb;gov-erno- r
of Tamaulipas, has joined Jive,
Villa forces in Mexico. As he is in
control of Tampico, the peaceful entry of the troops which have been
--

An

WfTif

ASv

,

i

Federal league, according; o FeO
IT
league officiate here to lay.
amount offered was not jaentione.J

r

rxast La
:

Von as. K
Albuquerque. N. i
Pecos, N. M. j
Trinidad. Colo,;
Rywe. N. M. j
Santa Fe, N. M

KELLY

Wholes eda Grocers

wool, hides a pelts, lu:

BAIN WAGONS

'

at..ic'I.

fer has been made to Edward r'
pitcher for Hie Philadelpfcla1'! An
cans ,by 4he St. Louis olt'b.iof

Ot'FICEIiS AND DIRECTORS
H, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vice-Pre- st.
Clarence Id jn. Secy. & Treaa.
Donald Steward.
C. C. Robbins.

gho fin

Nov. 30.

Chicago,

f.

today' to the American embassy at
Petroerad a renuest that the Russian
government permit two Americans to
go to Siberia with funds for German
and Austrian prisoners there. The
prisoners are estimated at 40,000.
Rep.'

j
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LODGE NO. , A. F. A
A. M. Regular com-

-

"Has the automobile struck this
planet yet?"
"No," said citizen on Mars, "but
we've bumped 14 stars and two comets this week. That's going some!"
TUT!

TUT!

ALWAT8

HANDLE

O. O. MOOSE Meets soctnd and
fourth Thursday
each
evening
munication first Ml month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
In brothers cordially invited
Howard T.
Ihird Thursday
keix month. Yiltlng Davis, Director; Harry' L. Cutler, secy.
biwtherg cordially In
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. 8. Vu KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-C1NO.
804 Meets second
and
Pattern, Secretary.
-.- iiJU' w.mmu.
4
fourth Thursday in O. R C. hall
LAS VEGAS COM M ANDER Y, NO. 2, Pioneer bunlding.
Visitiuf members
r are
O.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
It
cordially invited. Colbert
conclave second Tue-- - Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
dey in ench month at Ma
GEO. H, HUNKER
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. in. Dr. H. M.
Attorney-at-LaSmith, E. C; Chaa. Tamme, Recorder.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
ADVERRATES FOR CLASIFIED
OR. F. U. HUXMANN
AL ARCH MASONS Reaular convo
TISEMENTS
Otntlat
cation first Monday In each
Dental work of any descrlptloa at
month at Masonic Temple
Five cents per line each
Insertion.
moderate prices
at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brlnegar,
Estimate six ordinary word.s to a line,
Office Phoit
H. P.; P. O. Blood, Secre- Room 1, Center Block.
No ad to occupy less space than two
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
tary.
All advertisements
lines.
charged
will be booked at space actually set I. O. O.
P. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
LGCAL TIME CARD
without regard to number of words,
4, Meets every Monday evening at
In
Cash
advance preferred.
their hall on Sixth street All visitsng
East Sound
brethern cordially invited to attend.
Arrive
Ji. FrledensOne, N. G.;
A. T. Rogers,
No. I.... 1:20 p. m.... 7:41 a. ft
V. G.; T. M. Elwpod, Secretary; Karl
11:64 p. m
No. 4.
11:11 p, S
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
No. I.
1:25 a, m. . . . . 1:11 a.
WANTED Position. Married man of
Cemetery Trustee.
No. II.
1:16 p m.....
32.
Educated and experienced in
Bound
clerical or general merchandise B. P. Cv ELKS Meets second and
Arrive
work. Will accept any position. L.
Deitr,
fourth Tuesday evening of each
1:10 p. m
W. S., 711- Sixth St., E. Las Vegas. 2t month Elks' home on Ninth street No.
l:ll p.
4:36 a. m.
f:4l a. j
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers No.
4:11 p.
4:20 . to.
No.
are cordially invited. Wm. H. Spring
7:
1:11 p m.
No.
er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se
FOR SALE My residence at 620 Co- cretary.
Despondency Due to Indigestion
lumbia avenue, very cheap; It will
Is not at all surprising that perIt
ipay you to investigate. E. S. Lewis. KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR sons w o have Indigestion become
2390
COUNCIL
NO.
In
Meets
ITY,
Here
discouraged and despondent
HORSE and buggy for sale. Inquire W. O. W hall, Sixth street, on the are
words of hope and cheer
a
few
first and third Mondays of each
of Perry Onion.
them by Mrs. Blanche Bowers, Inmonth at 8 p. m- - Visiting brothers for
Pa. "For years my digestion
diana,
O. L.
BTTICK 25, model 1915, run less than and Ladies always welcome.
was so poor that 1 could not eat the
Miss
Mont
Cora
600 miles, a bargain. 429 Grand Freeman, President;
I tried everything
foods.
ague, Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow, lightest
avenue.
of to get relief, but not
heard
I
that
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z.
until about a year ago when 1 saw
1011
W. Montague Assistant Deputy,
Tablets advertised and
Chamberlain's
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. Ml
bottle of them, did I find the
a
got
11
ml
mi
treatment. I soon began to imFOR RENT Two room furnished FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD NO right
and since taking a few bottles
prove,
house. Phone Main 351.
102 Meets every Monday night b
of them my digestion is fine." For
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue
sale by all dealers. Adv.
,
8 'o'clock.
Visiting members are cor
T.
dlally welcome. J,
Buhler, presilou will like their positive action
dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
have a tonic effect on the bowFIRST CLASS dressmaking. Prices C. It.
They
Baily, Treasurer.
els, and give a wholesome, thorough
reasonable. 1103 Lincoln avenue.
cleaning to the entire bowel tract
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Stir the liver to healthy activity and
homesteads; advance inforMeet in the Forest of Brotherly
keep stomach sweet. Constipation,
mation; counties San Miguel, Guad- Lcve
at O. R. C. hall, on the second headache, dull, tired
alupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant; and
feeling never affourth Tuesdays of each month at fect those who use
state township desired; will give
Foley Cathartic
J. S. Nelson, Consul; G. Tablets. Only 25c. O. G. Schaefer
p. m.
sections subject to entry; retainer
fee $1; pay typewriting. Ira M. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,
pecially welcome and cordially invited.
D. C.
Subscribe for The Optic.
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Reg-lnla-

Wanted

For Calo

First Autoist I call my automobile
"the good thing."
Second Autoist Why?
First Autoist I'm usually pushing

It along.

ABOUT THE SIZE OF IT

For Rent

Miscellaneous

Bronson But the law can never
make a man honest.
Woodson No, but it can maVe him
awfully uncomfortable wheD h9 Is dis
honest.

SPANISH typewriting and shorthand
lessons by an easy and practical
method. D. Trambley, 1119 Eleventh
street.

A L AT D 17
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MOVEY

There Is such ready action In Folcj
Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
from the very first dose. Backache,
weak, sore kidneys, painful bladder
and irregular action disappear with
their use. O. Palmer, Green Bay
Wis., says :"My wife is rapidly re
covering her health and strength, due
solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Adv.

RETAIL PRICES
pounds or More, each dllvery
pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
200 pound
to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
SO pounds to 200
pounds, each delivery
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery
2,000

Gompers' opposition to raising his
but salary Is an effective precedent for
my name is Baggs.
corporation presidents to follow. He
Second Passenger Baggs! Baggsl
I once knew a man named Sax. Any fairly pleaded against the suggestion
relation of yours?
When your rood doeB not digest
well and you feel "blue," tired and
MILLIONAIRE GOT HER
discouraged, you should use a little
HERBINB at bedtime. It opens the
bowels, purifies the system and re
stores a fine feeling of health and en
Price EOc. Sold by Central
ergy.

First Passenger

Co,

CHAPMAN

COLUM
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GOODS OBTAINABLE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

II

MUST BE

Do ne Quickly an

LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFF
nun vnuini An u heuulah UIDfiLni
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It Will Be

Rightly
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Work

I T5he

SAME FEELING

Ww

ring" Youi

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1914.

1,000

Beg pardon,

WW

20c per 100 lbs.
25C per 100 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.
...40c per 100 lbs.
500 per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural fee,' the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Mad Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Adv.

Drug Co.

in

A workman is killed In,

'he United

States every 15 minutes; every 16
seconds a mechanic Is maimed. That
is the toll labor pays to Industry In
line blood.

FIND WHAT YOU WANT

j

MODS

I

AO
SELL WHAT YOU CUNT WANT

Important

poet wooed the maiden sweat.
Yet Kot It in the neck:
He wrote her perfect verses, but
He couldn't write a check.
4.

Something Gained.
"That was an awful rase of nto
amine poisoning you had and the doctor sapn he never saw such a cheer-:u- l
anrt resigned patient In his life."
"Weil, you see, 1 knew Boinethlr.j
ilie doctor didn't I was mining
'amily reunion at the time."

Bear In mind that Chamberlain's
Tablets not only move the bowels but
Improve the appetite and strengthen
the digestion. For sale by all dealers.
Labor conditions are improvinz in
the middle and far west. The armv
of unemployed is fast evaporating.

s

PILL
CHICHESTER SIt VMM.
a
your truit fr
I'll! in iu $ and fcma
V

Jn'iJ--

il.

.J

sat;

s

TUB PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless it were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads In this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical instruments.

AhU

Sejlrit

j

CLASSIFIED ADS search out tho people to whom amonf those who
MIGHT BUT the particular thing is worth most

-
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WANT ADS are inexpensive, get results and ETCUTBOBY'S
FIED.. Try them.
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To pierce yovir order for those

o
e have a new and com
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WnO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED

plete line of samples,
any one of which would
delight the most fastidious

WITH A BOX OF

tastes. They come in

Ohm

EKED

styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards
u
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STATIOHERY

can furnish it in white
AmKnccnrl
f rnlnro

your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for use"bf the dies.
All three-lette- r
monograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to you
with the stationery. There
is a large variety of designs
and the cost of engraving the
die depends uponlthe style.
r
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out of town for the Thanksgiving vacation. Mike Sena led the league In
individual points, making a total of
21 points.
Fred Moore came second
with, 13 points and David Dougherty
third with 10. The team standings
L. Pet
W.
are:
.875
7
1
Athletics
,
.714
2
5
.
White Sox
3
3
.500
,
Graveg - .

,'iTiii.ETICS REMAIN
IT TOP OF LIST
wmt
GIANTS IN
BALL

ruiitu

io
tvim
THE BASKET.
LEAGUE

Cubs

Saturday morning; at the Y. the
Youngsters nlayed their weekly series
o! basketball games in the Kid league
with the result that the White Sox
btepped up into second place, the
, TSravea into third and the Giants
-dropped to fifth. The Athletics, by
winning from the Giants Saturday,
continue to head the league, having
X"won eeven out of eight games played.
with the exception of the Athletics---Giant- s
contest, which was won by a
vKcore oi 10 10 n, eaiuruay b games
were not as close as customary, ow- Ing largely to the fact that some of
- the best players among the kids were

4

3

-- 2

Giants
Pirates -

0

SATURDAY'S

First Show Starts at

MARKET

MONDAY

GLORIES
RED AND WHITE GRAPES
PERSIMMONS.
BANANAS.
NEW ORANGES.
STRAWBERRIES.
CRANBERRIES
TURKEYS
OYSTERS
CELERY
HEAD LETTUCE
FRESH TOMATOES

"Keystone

.000

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

To borrow $250; good
curity, 10 per cent Interest,
dress G, care Optic.

WANTED

seAd-

dia1037

LOCAL NEWS
Complete change of program at the
Photoplay daily. Adv.

the queer but picturesque
costume of the native Maoris, the
Clad in

three gifted Polynesians, presented a remarkable picture Saturday
night at the Duncan opera house of
the transition of New Zealand from
savagery to culture. They took their
audience back to 60 years ago when
the tribes led the wild life of savages,
to the present dax when municipal
ownership of public utilities in the
New Zealand cities makes them J the
best governed and most up to date In
Raweis,

-- TURNIPS
POTATOES
SWEET

Old Taylor WnlaKey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

CARROTS

BEETS
'

PARSNIPS.

"

Order your revenue cancellors now,
Optic pub. Co.
'

i

i'

J.

North-

-

Call central for Frenchy Transfer,
Phone Main 35. Adv.

Jones Dairy Farm
Little Pig Sa.usage, it's delicious 35c lb
Jones Da.iry Farm Sliced Dfvcon 40c lb
Brookfield Farm Sausage 25c lb

DESCRIBE
NEW
2EALANDERS
MORE RECENT ATTAINMENTS
OF HOME COUNTRY

II, YORK

the

Grocer and Baker

Mr. Merchant, you will need a rev-

Frank, Roy, who has been sick for
enue cancellation stamp. Order early.
the past week, was up and around
Optic Pub. Co.
today. Mr. Roy is secretary of tue
Las
Vegas land rant board.
Mrs. H. T. Davis, dressmaker, removed to 407 Washington.
popular prices. Adv.

Gowns

at

A large crowd of skaters were diss
porting themselves yesterday in
five
over
la
The
ice
canyon.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged inches thick on Dam No. 4.
to
the
in wood. Direct from
distillery
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
The county clerk has issued a mar
license to Maria Paula Gallegos,
riage
Interested in furs? We can save
30, of Puertecito, and Marcial
aged
sets
you money. We have only a few
Urioste,
aged 50, of Pueblo.
left and will close them cut very
cheap. Strass' Bonnett Shop Adv.
According to the, report of Volunteer
Observer Lewis of the Normal
Revenue cancellation stamps with
the maximum temperature
University
ai
full
your name and address, and
on. Saturday 'was 60 degrees.
reached
set of dates. Order now from The
The minimum was 25 degrees.
Optic Pub. Co.
Gal-lina-

,

a

STEARNS'

tore

FPLES
200 Boxes
Fancy Stock
From Espanola

SI 1C
Ht

Per

Box

t?J&'
THE CASH GROCER
'JET

lors.

f
One of the chief and most important ambitions of the
management of this store since its establishment has
been to make it, first of all, a store FOR ALL THE
PEOPLE. We are continually getting In new merchandise and hardware and are endeavoring to give the best
values at a moderate price, we extend every possible
courtesy to "all our customers whether large or small
buyers.
LET US HAVE YOUR BUSINESS. CASH OR CREDIT.

1
fi

PAGE FURNJTURE & UNDERTAKING CO.
Em"Sm
511 Sixth St.

LLVJID,

Mgr.

Phone Vegas 114

Our undertaking

department is in charge of Mr. Charles Day, who
has had fifteen years' experience in the business. All work guaranteed. Our private ambulance" Is always ready.

is

O

).,J

knows there is tin nnnrnv tn
food materials. In flour
( particularly she toiows the hest
J is the cheapest That is why so
manv uo to thA times wnmon
iNJ
se our flour exclusively. A
. trial will tell you
why In unmhv
takable terms. Order a sack to

mrenor

"-- -w

Am

yl

day,

Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

?5he

for

on foot
There1 is a movement
Looking for Christmas gifts? Why
the ladies of German extrac
among
in
the
not soma calling cards engraved
tion to meet and spend some time
new Catxon, Greek or Astor Text?
each week In knitting for the soldiers
Optic.
of the German army.
German, Spanish and French Script
R. R. Larkin sang a fine solo "Out
texts are being used quite extensively
the Deep," at the Presbyterian
of
for calling cards this year. . Let us
church
yesterday. This eolo is the
Uo.
Pub.
show you our samples. Optic
one with which Mr. Larkin scored a
signal success at Jhe" teachers' conWe can furnish stationery white or
vention at Albuquerque last week.
coor
sliver
tinted, embossed in, gold,

A STORE FOR
ALL THE PEOPLE
EVERYBODY INCLUDED

Pure

Las Vegas Roller Mills

ihhl was highly uncomplimentary to
the court. Chacon published several
statements at various times, it is said,
tc the effect that republicans were
not punished for crimes in this county while democrats were persecuted.
Chacon left town shortly after he sent
up his appeal to the supreme court.
Before leaving he was reported to
have engaged In a fist fight with Lieutenant Governor E. C. de Baca, one
of the attaches of the Spanish paper.
It was declared at the time that the

lieutenant governor gave the
a severe beating.
Chacon is now in Albuquerque, according to information received here
today, and is employed on a Spanish
newspaper.

para-graphe- r

On Saturday evening, at the home of
the bride, Mrs. Rose Budd Abbettand
James R. Moore, both of East Las
Vegas, were united In wedlock by Rev.
J. S. Moore. The ceremony was witnessed by a few friends of the couple.

1

-

Cutler Brothers, Insurance.
west corner of Plaza. Adv.

TiE- BETTER' KIND

TELL OF

THEIR LAND'S

7:15

"The Floating Call"
(Two-ree- l
feature) Reliance
"How Heros are Made"

The Watrous bridge will be finished within a few days, according to the
road commissioners.

LOST Knife blade pin set with
mond solitaire. Return to
Seventh street for reward.

it

:

TONIGHT

.429
.286

5
5

RAI1S

MUTUAL THEATER
Bridge

30, 1914.

Optjc.
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Mr, and Mrs,, A, B. Livlngood are
the
proud parents of a fine baby girl.
Mrs. H. J. Ryan; who was, suddenly
new arrival was born Saturday
The
Satstricken with serious Illness late
Both the mother and child,
night.
to
be
was
reported today
urday night,
who are at the Las Vegas hospital,
slightly improved.
are doing nicely.
The board of control of the Las
The Fellowship lunch that waa servVegas hospital will hold a regular
ed last night at the Y. M. C. A. was
meeting tomorrow afternoon at 2.30 attended
by about a dozen men. James
o'clock at the Institution. All memKohn, who is walking across the conto
bers are requested
be present.
tinent, told some of his experiences.
These lunches occur every Sunday
Special program at the Photoplay
evening and are open lo any man in
for tonight only, "The Senator's town.
A speaker will be present
Brother,''; a Vitagraph three reel feaweek. The price of, the affair
every
down
fables
three
boiled
also
by
ture,
is 15 cents.
George Ade, "The Fable of the Household Comedian, "The Fable cf Why
James Kohn and
R. Mann walked
Elsie's Friend got Fresh Air," "The
on
wwu
a mKe irom
laBi
mW
tomgni
Fable of the Prevailing Craze,"
N. Y., to San Francisco. Kohn
Adv.
only.night
is the secretary of the New York Cen
w. . a. at uurtalo,
"""""a
"The Mvsterv of the Black Bag" i
Mann 18 a muslc composer. They
and
under process of solution by the city
8elImS
of their songs entitled
police, A black bag disappeared last
v axixi. a iiian;u,
i. ney itiJi tula
night from a rooming house on Rail
on
to the coast,
Iheir
morning
way
road avenue. It contained railroaders' service overalls and a number of which they expect to reach in 1915.
letters. The bag is worth $18, and
At a --postponed meeting yesterday
the contents nothing except, to the
afternoon
the Las Vegas council of
owner.
the Knights of Columbus passed resolutions
the state of af"Better Roads and Streets," an im- fairs in condemning
Mexico which has lesulted in
portant literary advocate of highway the
despoliation of church property
improvements, has written to Robert and the abuse and mistreatment of
J Taupert, county road commissioner, many
prlest3 and nuns. According to
asking for statistics as to amounts ex-- a protest filed with President Wilson
pended during 1914 on the section of some time aero hv a nnmnitttna nf
the .coast to coast highway running
of the Unjtcd
prominent CathoIic3
through San Miguel county. The total stateB the Cathoic9 of Mexlco have
for construction, repair and mainte-- , been
8ingled out lately. for abuse by
nance and the estimated amount forthose ln
is stated, that,
auth0rity.
the eame purpose in 1915 are asked 'contrary to th6
general belief, the
The publication, which has acholic church in Mexico has been
large circulation all over the country, working under a great handicap for
is desirous of compiling accurate data 'many
years. The resolutions passed
as to the expenditures throughout the fey the local council
correspond to
for transcontinental highways. nar resolutions passed by several oth-MTaupert will comply with the r
councils of the order throughout
quest at his earliest opportunity.
the country.

world.

The lecture was given as the second
in a series under the allspices of the,
Y. M. C. A. The audience was enthusiastic over the presentation in
music, song and story of the South
Sea Islanders' life. The setting was
superb, for there were primitive cos
tumes galore, curios of rare interest
and colored photos which gave one a
fair conception of the marvelous is
land scenery- Mr. Rawei, the prmctpal lecturer of
the trio, 'was born In the wilds of
northern New Zealand among the most
savage people, but at the age of 12 an
English woman of wealth adopted him
and educated him and he was graduated with honors from Christ Church
University. His wife, iHine Taimoa, Is
a fine Maori type, and she also described the life of her native people.
In opening his lecture Mr. Rawei
took his audience back to the happy,
outdoor life of the islanders a half
century ago; iiq presented pictures of
the beautiful streams, the great waterfalls and the wonderful geysers which
shoot up 600 or more feet with a1 fearful roar.
Then the three RaweW sang a canoe
chorus, their arms swinging in graceful accompaniment as they paddled
an imaginary canoe down the stream.
Suddenly the picture changes; the
Maoris abandoning their love of peace,
thirsting for savage war. The weird
chant begins, followed by incantations
which reminds one not a little of the
primitive American mrtian about to
swing his tomahwk in battle. Fiercer
and fiercer the incantations grow un
til the crash pi attack is reached,
and then one can, almost see the sav
ages hurling themselves desperately
against the enemy.
Marvelous, indeed, were the colored
photographs' shown of the Islands described by the poet as
"Those leafy isles upon the ocean
thrown,
Like studs of emerald o'er a silver
zone."

Service based on Ihe facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the
A

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED 1876
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank
ml
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The happy homes

of your many
friends!
You can have the same. Every
week we are furnishing somebody's home completely, through
the medium of our low prices
and liberal terms. A few dollars each week or month brings
you this enduring satisfaction.

Johnsen,& Son

J. C.

Complefe Home Furnishers,

TIRES

m

TUOES

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Micheiin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski- n

The picturts wer followed by views
of the city of Auckland today, a city
which owns its own trolleys and car
ries boys and girls to school without
charge; a city which runs Its own
Iic utilities and, according to the lee
turer, runs them for the benefit of the
people who pay the taxes.
Following the lecturer many in the
audience accepted the invitation to
inspect the curios and costumes which
were on the stage and many marveled
at the eight of garments, made of
bark and wood, hammered flat and
held together by the stick sap of the
native trees.
The third number or the lyceum
course will follow right on the heels
of the second. The Y. M. C. A. already
has announced that the next entertainment will take place on Monday,
December 7. This number will consist of the Killarney Girls. Rita Rich
and six other girls from Erin will appear in some exceptionally fine singing and dancing, portraying the famous folk-lorof old Ireland.
e
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ITS PEEFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
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HIS SENTENCE
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la Heme Of The lest Of Everyling Eetable
Old Fashioned

Buckwheat Flour
Maple Syrup Honey
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able indeed.
Installments

Phone

Main 379

Rur:3

We were able to spare enough
room in our new store building
to add a complete line of FURNITURE and RUGS. We did it
without practically ;my additional expense, we are now offering FURNITURE and RUGS
at prices that are very reason-

LUDWID

WiV.

ILPELD

tlsrdvjre.

JAIL

F. M. Chacon, formerly editor of the
Martinez Spanish paper in this city,
' I La Voz del t'ueblo, will be obliged to
j
Pay a fine of $50 and serve 30 days ln
county jail. The offense commit- jlthe
lrd by Chacon is contempt of court.
Elle was sentenced by Judge David J.
j 1 ( uhy considerably over a year ago,
jpnd made an appeal to the state
court. Saturday thr; higher
f; 'court dismissed the appeal.
Chacon was adjudged guilly of
of court after (he appearance
of an article in La Voz del Pueblo
1

V'

Everything in Furniture and

$50 FINE AND 30 DAYS IN
FOR FORMER LA VOZ
EDITOR

J
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